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INTRODUCTION

Recently the AFFDL/Nielsen subsonic store separation

program, Reference 1, has been used to make predictions for

comparisons with flight and wind-tunnel captive store loads

on a MK-83 bomb on an F-4C aircraft. The bomb was mounted

on the bottom station of a triple ejection rack (TER) with

dummy bombs mounted on the two shoulder stations. The com-

parisons are presented in Reference 2 and indicate that

deficiencies may exist in the TER model in the computer

program.

The work documented in this report had two main objec-

tives. The first was to provide a data base which could be

used to determine where deficiencies in the computer program

exist. The second objective was to attempt to identify the

deficiencies by making comparisons of computer program

results with the (ddta.

The test program was conducted in the 4-Foot Transonic

Wind Tunnel (4T) of the Propulsion Wind Tunnel Facility

(PWT) at the Arnold Engineering Development Center (AEDC).

The testing period was November 12 through November 21,

1979. Reference 3 4s the AEDC document describing the test

7
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proqram. The test program was jointly sponsored by the

Naval Weapons Center (NWC) and the Air Force Flight Dynamics

Laboratory (AFFDL/FGC).

During the test program, force and moment data were

obtained using both captive trajectory system (CTS) and

bracket supported store models. Flow-field data were

obtained using a 200 half-angle conical probe. The

testing was performed at Mach numbers from 0.6 to 0.95 and

at angles of attack up to 160. For all types of testing

the F-4C parent aircraft configuration was built up

component by component in order to isolate interference

effects. The data obtained during the program have been

recorded on magnetic tape and FORTRAN programs have been

written for use in retrieving the data. The tapes and

programs are available upon request from Mr. R. E. Smith,

Code 3243, Naval Weapons Center, China Lake, CA 93555.

The next section of this report will expand further on

the purpose and scope of the test program, describe the test

apparatus, and present the test conditions. This will be

followed by a series of sub-sections, each one devoted to

describing a specific type of data. Information is

presented which will allow the user to determine the AEDC

"run" number for the data in which he is interested. These

numbers are used in conjunction with the magnetic tapes and

computer programs to retrieve the data. Instructions for

doing this are presented and the computer output is

described.

The section of this report following the discussion of

the experimental program presents a discussion of the

experimental results. The compatibility of the captivc or

8
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attached loads with the grid loads is discussed. Then

phenomena exhibited by the data during the parent aircraft

build-up sequence are discussed under the headings

(a) Attached loads

(b) Grid loads

(c) Flow fields

The next section of the report presents comparisons

between the ,xperimental data and predictions made using the

computer pr .,ram of Reference I. This section will try to

determine limitations of the computer program by comparisons

with the significant effects found experimentally as

discussed in the previous section. The data and theory

comparisons will be used to determine ways of improving the

program.

The last section of the report will present specific

recommendations for computer program modifications which

should improve the accuracy of the program.

WIND-TUNNEL TEST PROGRAM

PURPOSE AND SCOPE OF THE TEST PROGRAM

The purpose of the test program was to provide a system-

atic set of data which could be used in evaluating and

improving the capability of the computer program of

Reference 1 to predict the aerodynamic forces and moments
0i

acting on stores carried in a TER configuration. The

9
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capability of calculating store forces and moments with the

store in the carriage position is of interest as well as

the capability in the detached position. For this reason

force and moment tests were performed using both bracket

supported and CTS supported force models. In order to

calculate analytically the forces and moments acting on a

store, the aircraft induced flow field in which the store

is immersed must be predicted. Flow-field survey data were

taken to provide information on the aircraft induced flow

field.

The scope of the program was to obtain these three types

of data for a range of Mach numbers, 0.6 to 0.95; angles of

attack, -40 to 160; and parent aircraft configuratiins. The

parent aircraft used was the F-4C. It was selected because

of the work documented in Reference 2 which initiated this

investigation. The parent aircraft was built up component

by component from a clean F-4C to an F-4C with wing pylons,

fuselage pylon, TER on the inboard wing pylon, and stores on

the shoulder locations of the TER. The store used in the

present tests was the Mk-83 bomb used in the work of

Reference 2. The component by component build up was

performed so that the effect of each component could be

determined. For example, the F-4C with inboard left wing

pylon and TER was tested with and without Mk-83 stores on

the shoulder locations. Differences in the data show the

effects of the shoulder stores on the flow field and the

bottom store forces and moments.

10
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TEST APPARATUS

Wind Tunnel

The Aerodynamic Wind Tunnel (4T) is a closed-loop,

continuous flow, variable-density tunnel in which the Mach

number can be varied from 0.1 to 1.3 and can be set at

discrete Mach numbers of 1.6 and 2.0 by placing nozzle

inserts over the permanent sonic nozzle. The nominal range

of the stagnation pressure is from 400 to 3,400 pounds per

square foot, absolute. The test section is 4 feet square

and 12.5 feet long with perforated, variable porosity (0.5

to 10 percent open) walls. It is completely enclosed in a

plenum chamber from which the air can be evacuated, allowing

part of the tunnel airflow to be removed through the

perforated walls of the test section. A more complete

description of the test facility may be found in Reference 4.

Model Support Systems

For this test, two separate and independent support

systems were used. The aircraft model was installed inverted

in the test section and was supported by an offset sting

attached to the main pitchi sector. For c~~eloads test-

ing, the store model was mounted on a balance fastened to

the bottom station of the TER on the aircraft model. For

grid aerodynamic loads and flow-field testing the store model

or the flow-field probe was mounted on the captive trajectory

support (CTS). The aircraft model was removed when obtaining

free-stream data, and the CTS was moved upward and down-

stream in the tunnel during the captive loads phase to
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minimize interference. Isometric drawings of typical

captive loads, grid survey, and flow-field testing instal-

lations are shown in Figure 1 of Reference 3 along with

block diagrams of the computer control loops. A schematic

showing the test section details and the location of the

models in the tunnel when using the CTS is shown in Figure 2

of that reference. A further description of the CTS rig can

be found in Reference 4.

Parent Aircraft Model Components and Stores

The basic details of the five-percent (1/20th) scale

model of the F-4C are shown in Figure 1. The model is

geometrically similar to the full-scale aircraft except that

the part aft of the engine exhausts has been removed to

minimize CTS interference. This removal does not influence

the results of this test program. The F-4C model has flow-

through engine inlets with subsonic and supersonic exhaust

chokes. The subsonic chokes were used during the test pro-

gram. During part of the captive loads phase of the test

program a total pressure rake, containing 13 total pressure

orifices, was mounted just aft of the right-side engine

exhaust choke. The interior surface of the choke itself was

instrumented with six static pressure orifices. These

pressure measurements were made in order that a

calculation of the ratio of the inlet velocity relative to

the free-stream velocity could be made. This velocity ratio

influences the input data to the computer program of

Reference 1. Details and dimensions of the total pressure

rake and the static pressure instrumentation of the

exhaust choke are shown in Figure 6 of Reference 3.

12
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FIGURE 1. Five-Percent Scale Model of the F-4C Aircraft.
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Details of the F-4C pylons are shown in Figure 2. For

most tests only the left wing inboard pylon was used. All

testing was done under the left wing. Pylons were not

installed on the right wing for any of the tests.

The triple ejector rack (TER) used in the test program

is shown in Figure 3. The TER was used in conjunction with

the left-wing inboard pylon. This rack model simulates sway-

braces and ventilating passages.

The stores which were used are shown in Figure 4. They

are models of the Mk-83 bomb. Figure 4(a) shows the actual

bomb shape and Figure 4(b) shows a model which was modified

for CTS sting support. Models with identical body shapes but

without tail fins were also used. The dummy stores used on

the shoulder locations of the TER were the shape shown in

Figure 4(a). Both finned and unfinned models were used.

Four force models were used during the captive force and

moment tests. Tests were performed with both configurations

shown in Figure 4 with and without tail fins.

TEST CONDITIONS

The Mach number range Used in the test program was 0.6

to 0.95. All testing was performed at a nominal Reynolds

number per foot of 3.5xl06. The store angle' of ittack was

varied from -40 to 160. Since the store is oriented on the

TER one d-Iqre-e 'nose down rel ative to the aircraft reference

waterline (aircraft angle of attack is measured relative to

-4 this line), the aircraft angle of attack varied from -30 to

170. Nominal values of other tunnel parameters are listed

14
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in the following table as a function of the Mach numbers

used during the tests.

TABLE 1. Nominal Test Conditions.

M tqO TtR

tt e.

psfa psf OR ft -1

0.6 2186 432 549.6 3.5xi06

0.7 1975 489 i

0.8 1835 539

0.9 1741 584

0.95 1708 604

PARENT AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS

Eight parent aircraft configurations were used during

the test program. They are listed in Table 2. The first

column lists the eight numbers. These numbers will be used

in the next sections of this report which describe the

tests. The remaining eight columns list model components

which could be attached to the parent F-4C. These

components are

P fuselage centerline pylon

P1  left-wing inboard pylon

" PO left-wing ni,1board pylon

18
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TABLE 2. Parent Aircraft Configurations.

CONFIG. P P1  P0  T (S2) (Sj~ (S2) (SJ)
NO.*1 02U 3

1

2 X

3 X X

4 x x x

5 x x x x

6 X X X X

7 x x x x x x

8 X X X

Configuration composed of basic F-4C model with
addition of components indicated in line across
table.

19
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T TER attached to left-wing inboard pylon

($2) U  unfinned dummy store attached to outboard

shoulder station on TER

($3)U  unfinned dummy store attached to inboard

shoulder station on TER

($2) F  finned dummy store attached to outboard

shoulder station on TER with fins vertical

and horizontal

(S3)F finned dummy store attached to inboard

shoulder station on TER with fins vertical

and horizontal

The dummy store numbering system is shown in Figure 5. A

check in a box opposite a configuration number in Table 2

indicates this model component was attached to the clean

F-4C.

CAPTIVE FORCE AND MOMENT TESTS

The captive force and moment phase of the test program

consisted of taking six-component force and moment data on

four different Mk-83 bomb models. The two store shapes

shown in Figure 4 were used with and without tail fins. The

test installation is shown in Figure 6. A strain-gage

balance was installed internally in the store. It was

supported by a bracket protruding from the TER. The balance

leads were run through the TER, pylon, and F-4C. All

testing was done with the force model mounted on th bottom

20
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station of the TER. The finned stores were always attached

to the balance with the fins rolled 450 from the

vertical and horizontal.

The captive aerodynamic loads data were obtained at

aircraft angles of attack from -30 to 170, store angles of

attack from -40 to 160, at zero degrees sideslip angle. All

angle of attack polars were run automaticaly utilizing

online computer facilities to calculate the control commands

to set the aircraft model attitude.

The force and moment data for the store were reduced to

coefficient form using the standard 4T data reduction pro-

grams. The forces and moments are in the store body axis

system with the moments taken about the store center of

gravity location shown in Figure 4. Positive senses of the

forces and moments and the store body axis system are shown

in Figure 7. During the present tests the fins were rolled
450 from the orientation shown in the figure. The estimated

aerodynamic coefficient uncertainties are listed in Table 3.

They are taken from Reference 3.

TABLE 3. Aerodynamic Coefficient Uncertainties.

M CN  Cy CA  Cm  Cn  C

0.60 ±0.03 ±0.03 ±0.04 ±0.04 ±0.03 ±0.01

4 0.70 ±0.02 ±0.02 ±0.04 ±0.04 ±0.02 ±0.01

0.80 ±0.02 ±0.02 ±0.03 ±0.03 ±0.02 ±0.01

0.90 ±0.02 ±0.02 ±0.03 ±0.03 ±0.02 ±0.01

0.95 +0.02 +0.02 +0.ni ±0.03 ±0.02 ±0.01
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FIGURE 7. Axis System for Store Showing Positive
Sense of Axes, Forces and Moments, and Velocities.
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During the first part of the captive loads phase the 13

pressures measured by the total pressure rake just aft of

the right-side engine exhaust choke and the six static

pressures measured inside the choke were recorded. These

pressures were used to calculate the engine duct exit Mach

number, exit mass flow rate, capture ratio (exit mass flow

rate divided by theoretical (reference) inlet mass flow

rate), and exit velocity divided by free-stream velocity.

The following procedure was used to calculate these

quantities. The average static pressure, p-, was calculated

as was the average total pressure, ft. The ratio T)Ptwas

determined. If this ratio was greater than 0.5283, the exit

flow was subsonic and the exit Mach number was calculated

from

1/2

For all tests performed during this test program the flow

was subsonic although provision was made in the data

reduction program to handle supersonic exit flows,

~/t< 0.5283.

With the exit Mach number, Met determined, the exit

mass flow is calculated,

p M A (1 + 0 .2M2)(2)43
me t te e elTt(2
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the capture ratio is calculated,

c =en/[P MooAi(1 + 0.2M )3(0.88 4 3] 23C R e t o • T t(

as is the ratio of exit velocity to free-stream velocity.

V M [1 +0.2Me _e 00

Me M21 0 . 2 M 2  (4)

Ve e

In Equation (2) the cross sectional area of the duct

exit, Ae , used was 7.4662x10
-3 square feet, model scale. The

inlet area, A i , appears in Equation (3). In the data reduc-

tion a value of 1.705×1- 2 square feet, model scale, was used.

This value was provided to AEDC by McDonald Douglas and is

the value they use. The cross-sectional area of the inlet

opening on the wind-tunnel model was 1.1x10-2 square feet,

model scale.

Summary of Tests

The captive loads tests are summarized in Table 4.

Column 1 lists the parent aircraft configuration number from

Table 2. Column 2 lists the store force and moinent model

K26
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TABLE 4. Captive Force and Moment Tests.

CONFIG. FORCE M s s Aa AEDC

NO. MODEL INITIAL FINAL s RUN NO.
DEG. DEG. DEG.

3 SAF 0.6 -4 16 2 86
- 0.8 87

0.95 188

0.6 81

0.8 82
0.95 83

5 0.6 77

5 0.95 78

8 0.6 91

S - 0.8 92

0.95 -

6 0.6 97,104+ ,174

0.7 198, 105t, 170"
0.8 99,106+,171w

0.9 100,107+, 172w

0.95 101,108+ , 173w
SAU 0.6 il1

0.95 112
5 0.6 129
5 0.95 130

3 0.6 121,126
0.95 122,125

SMF 0.6 141

0.8 142

0.95 143

5 11 0.6 136
5 0.95 137

6 0.6 146

1 1 0.8 1147
- 0.95 148

See footnote at end of table.
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TABLE 4. (Contd.)

CONFIG. FORCE M_ s s A AEDC

NO. MODEL INITIAL FINAL s RUN NO.
DEG. DEG. DEG.

6 _ - .... 0.6 -4 16 2 153
6 0.95 - 154
5 0. 6 1164
5 0.95 165
3 0.6 160::
3 0.95 _161

*4

c.4

.4

+ Repeat with total pressure rake aft of right engine exhaust
~removed.

* Repeat with pressure rake removed and hole in TER station

no. 1 pylon filled.

28
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attached to the parent aircraft at TER station no. 1. The

store model designations are

SAF Mk-83 actual configuration force model with

tail fins (see Figure 4(a))

SAU same as SAF but without tail fins

SMF Mk-83 modified configuration force model with

tail fins (see Figure 4(b))

SMU same as SMF but without tail fins

The third column lists the free-stream Mach number, M., and

the next three columns list the initial store angle of

attack, the final store angle of attack, and the increment

in angle of attack. The parent aircraft angle of attack,

measured relative to waterline, WL, zero shown in Figure 1

is one degree greater than the store angle of attack.

The last column lists the AEDC run number for the data

obtained for that particular configuration and Mach number.

This column provides input data for the data retrieval

computer program.

Some explanation of the two footnotes on the table is

required. During run numbers 86 through 101, the total

pressure rake just aft of the right-side engine exhaust

was present. The runs marked with the superscript + were

made with the rake removed to determine the effect of the

rake on the store forces and moments. The rake was found

not to effect the forces and moments. It was also deter-

mined as the testing progressed that for runs 86 through

29
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122 a small screw hole in the leading edge of the TER

station number 1 pylon was not filled with putty or wax.

It was filled and the runs with the superscript * were

made to determine the effect. It was found that the dif-

ferences in the forces and moments with and without the

hole filled were within the data uncertainties listed in

Table 3.

Use of Data Retrieval Computer Program

The captive loads force and moment data are all

written on the first file of a magnetic tape. The second

file on the tape contains the CTS or grid force and moment

data to be described in the next section of this report.

A computer program has been written which allows the

captive loads data for run numbers listed in Table 4 to

be retrieved from the tape and tabulated. To retrieve

these data the force and moment data tape must be positioned

at the beginning of the first file.

A listing of the computer program is presented in

Appendix A. The first card of input is in a 3A4 format

and contains the word "CAPTIVE" beginning in column 1.

This is used to compare with a header on the tape to

assure that the correct tape is mounted and that it is

positioned at the correct file. The second input card in

an 15 format specifies the number of run numbers of data

to be retrieved. The specific run numbers from Table 4

are input on the next cards, eight to a card in 8F10.0

format. The run numbers can be in any order. The com-

puter program sorts them into numerical sequence before

searching the tape.

30
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Description of Tabulated Data

There is one page of output for each run number of data.

A sample is shown in Figure 8. The first line of output

identifies the type of data, in this case captive loads; the

AEDC report number documenting this test (Reference 3); and

the ARO project number and test number. The next two lines

list the run number, parent aircraft configuration, and

store model. The following four lines of output list the

free-stream test conditions. The remainder of the page

tabulates the data obtained. When the last four columns are

equal to 0.000, the total pressure rake just aft of the

right-side engine exhaust was not used.

The nomenclature used in the tabulated output is con-

tained in the following list.

ALPHA PAR angle of attack of the parent aircraft, deg.

ALPHA STORE angle of attack of the store, deg.

BETA STORE sideslip angle of the store, positive

nose to the right, deg.

CAT store axial-force coefficient uncorrected for

base pressure, axial forcc/ S)

CLL store rolling-moment coefficient, rcling

4 moment/(Q S L)

CLM store pitching-moment coefficient, pitching

moment/(Q S L)

31
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CLN store yawing-moment coefficient, yawing

moment/(Q S L)

CN store normal-force coefficient, normal

force/(Q S)

CR capture ratio calculated using Equation (3)

CY store side-force coefficient, side

force/(Q S)

L reference length used in computing moment

coefficients, 0.7 inch model scale

MACH NO free-stream Mach number

MDOTN duct exit mass-flow rate calculated using

Equation (2), l i-/sec

MNE duct exit Mach number

NCP normal-force center-of-pressure location,

CLM/CN; store diameters, L, from the

center of gravity, positive ahead

p free-stream static pressure, r2..

PT free-stream total pressure, psfa
.4

Q free-stream dynamic pressure, psf

RE/FT free-stream Reynolds number per foot, ft - I

33
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S reference area used in computing force and

moment coefficients, 0.385 square inches model

scale

T free-stream static temperature, OR

TT free-stream total temperature, OR

V free-stream velocity, ft/sec

VR ratio of engine exit velocity to free-stream

velocity calculated using Equation (4)

YCP side-force center-of-pressure location,

CLN/CY; store diameters, L, from the

center of gravity, positive ahead

GRID FORCE AND MOMENT TESTS

The grid force and moment phase of the test program

consisted of taking six-component force and moment data on

two different Mk-83 bomb models. The store shape shown in

Figure 4(b) was used with and without tail fins. A sketch

of the test installation is shown in Figure 9. The pai enct

aircraft is mounted on tne main pitch sector and the store

is mounted on an internal balance. A sting protruding from

the base of the store attaches the store and balance tc the

CTS. The finned store was always attached to the balance

with the fins rolled 450 from the vertical and horizontal.

This is the zero degree, s = 00, roll rrieration of

the store.
*3
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FIGURE 9. Sketch of Grid Force and M~oment
Phase Test Installation.
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Grid force and moment data were obtained at aircraft

angles of attack from 1° to 170, store angles of attack from

00 to 160, at zero degrees sideslip angle. Testing was

accomplished by placing the aircraft at a particular angle

of attack. The store was then placed as close as possible

to the carriage position at TER station number 1. Data were

taken at a series of points as the store was moved away from

this position parallel to itself.

Free-stream data were obtained on each of the two

stores, alone. For these tests the parent aircraft model

was removed and data were taken for store angler of attack

from -40 to 160. Data were obtained on the finned store

through a roll angle range of 00 to 900 in 22.50 increments.

The force and moment data for the store were reduced to

coefficient form using the standard 4T data reduction pro-

grams. The forces and moments are in the store body axis

system and the momenits are taken about the store center of

gravity location shown in Figure 4. Positive senses of the

forces and moments are shown in Figure 7. As the store was

rolled during the free-stream tests, the store X,Y,Z

coordinate system rolled with the store. The aerodynamic

coefficient uncertainties are listed in Table 3. They are

taken from Reference 3.

V Summary of Tests

The store free-stream tests are summarized in Table 5.

Column 1 lists the store force model. The store model

designations are

36
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TABLE 5. Store Free-Stream Force
and Moment Tests.

FOs Ms 
AsFORCE M s INITIAL FINAL s AEDC

MODEL DEG. DEG. DEG. DEG. RUN NO.

__MF 0.6 0.0 -4 16 2 12
22.5 13

45.0 14

67.5 15

90.0 16

0.7 0.0 17
22.5 18

45.0 19

67.5 20
90.0 21

_ 0.8 0.0 22

22.5 23
45.0 24

67.5 25
90.0 26

0.9 0.0 27

22.5 28
45.0 29

67.5 30
90.0 310.95 0.0 32

I 22.5 33
45.0 34
67.5 35
90.0 36

SMU 0.6 0.0. 40
0.7 - 41

, 0.8 42
. ,0.9 L43

___ 0.95 44

'3
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SMF Mk-83 modified configuration force model

with tail fins (see Figure 4(b))

SMU same as SMF but without tail fins

The second column gives the free-stream Mach number, M ,

and the third column the store roll angle, C s Positive

roll is clockwise when viewed from the rear. The next

three columns list the initial store angle of attack, the

final store angle of attack, and the increment in angle

of attack. The last column presents the AEDC run number

for the data obtained for that particular Mach number, roll

angle combination. This column provides input data for the

data retrieval computer program.

Table 6 summarizes the grid force and moment tests with a

parent aircraft present. Column 1 lists the parent aircraft

configuration number from Table 2. Column 2 indicates which

of the two force models was mounted on the balance. The

free-stream Mach number, M., is listed in column 3 and the

store angle of attack, as' in column 4. The parent aircraft

angle of attack measured with respect to waterline, WL, zero

shown in Figure 1 is one degree greater than the store angle

of attack. The fifth column indicate6 which Zs /D schedule

was used for that particular run. D is the store maximum

diameter, 0.7 inch model scale. The origin of the Xs, vY,

ZS coordinate system is shown in Figure 5 and is located at

the tip of the store nose when the store is in the carriage

position on the bottom station of the TER. The two Zs/D

schedules are shown in the last two columns of the first

page of Table 6. The value of Zs/D = 0.0 could not be

obtained since this would result in the store's touching the
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TABLE 6. Grid Force and Moment Tests.

CONFIG. FORCE M, U AEDC Z ID SCHDS.
NO. MODEL DEG. ISCHD. RUN NO. ZA ZB

1S MF 0.6 0 ZA 343 0.0 0.0
4 344 .4 .1

8 345 .8 .2
12 346 1.2 .3
16 347 1.6 .4

0.95 0 352 2.0 .6
4 351 2.4 .8
8 350 2.8 1.0

12 349 3.2 1.2
16 348 3.6 1.4

2 0.6 0 338 4.0 1.6
4 339 4.4 2.0
8 340 4.8 2.4

3 0.6 0 ZB 300 5.2 2.8
4 301 5.6 3.2
8 302 6.0 3.6

12 303 4.0
16 304 4.4

0.8 0 310 4.8
4 309 5.2
8 308 5.6

12 307 6.0
16 30,

0.95 0 311
4 312' 8 313

12 314

16 315 ,
6 0.6 0 249,327

I 4 250
8 251

12 254
16 255

0.7 0 258,328

4 257
8 256 3

0.8 0 260,329

4 261
8 262

.1

See footnote at end of table.
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TABLE 6. (Contd.)

CONFIG. FORCE M a Z /D AEDC Z /D SCHDS.
NO. MODEL DEG. SCHD. RUN NO. A ZI iZA ZB

6 SMF 0.8 12 ZB 263 (see 1st
1 16 264 page of
9 0 279,331 table)

1 4 274
8 265

0.95 0 280,334
4 275
8 276

12 277
16 278

8 0.6 0 283
4 284
8 285

0.8 0 292
4 287
8 286

0.95 0 294
4 295
8 296

5 0.6 0 319
4 320
8 321

0.95 0 324
4 323

1 8 322
S 0.6 0 219

MU 4 220
8 221

0.95 0 229
.I 4 225

1 8 224
6 0.6 0 240

S4 241
8 242

See footnote at end of table.
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TABLE 6. (Contd.)

CONFIG. FORCE 00 as Z /D AEDC Z s D SCHDS.
NO. MODEL DEG. SCHD.1 RUN NO. Z S.

6 SMU 0.95 0 ZB 245 (see ist
M 4 244 page of

8 243 table)1 2323 0.6 0 223
0 4 233

8 234

95 0 237# 4 236
8 235

Repeat with TER station number 1 sway braces
removed.

I
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parent aircraft. The first value of Z ID was usually

between 0.05 and 0.10.

Column 6 of Table 6 lists the AEDC run number for the

data obtained for that particular parent aircraft configura-

tion, Mach number, and angle of attack. This column

provides input data for the data retrieval computer program.

Use of Data Retrieval Computer Program

The grid force and moment data are all written on the

second file of a magnetic tape. The first file on the tape

contains the captive loads data which were previously

described. A computer program has been written which allows

the grid data for run numbers listed in Tables 5 and 6 to be

retrieved from the tape and tabulated. To retrieve these

data the force and moment data tape must be positioned at

the beginning of the second file.

A listing of the computer program is presented in

Appendix B. The first card of input is in a 3A4 format and

contains the word "GRID" beginning in column 1. This is

used to compare with a header on the tape to assure that the

correct tape is mounted and that it is positioned at the

correct file. The second input card in an 15 format

specifies the number of run numbers of data to be retrieved.

The specific run numbers from Tables 5 and 6 are input on

the next cards, eight to a card in 8F10.0 format. The run

numbers can be in any order. The computer program sorts

them into numericail sequence before searching the tape.
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Description of Tabulated Data

There is one page of output for each run number of data.

A sample is shown in Figure 10. The first line of output

identifies the type of data, in this case grid force data;

the AEDC report number documenting this test (Reference 3);

and the ARO project number and test number. The next two

lines list the run number, parent aircraft configuration,

and store model. The following four lines of output list

the free-stream test conditions. The remainder of the page

tabulates the data obtained.

The nomenclature used in the tabulated output is con-

tained in the following list.

ALPHA PAR angle of attack of the parent aircraft, deg.

ALPHA STORE angle of attack of the store, deg.

BETA STORE sideslip angle of the store, positive nose

to the right, deg.

CAT store axial-force coefficient uncorrected for

base pressure, axial force/(Q S)

CLL store rolling-moment coefficient, rolling

moment/(Q S L)

4 CLM store pitching-moment coefficient, pitching

moment/(Q S L)

CN: store normal-force coefficient, normal

force/(Q S)

43
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CY store side-force coefficient, side force/(Q S)

DPHI store roll angle, positive clockwise looking

upstream, deg.

DTHA store total angle of attack, angle between

store longitudinal axis and the free-stream

velocity vector, deg.

L reference length used in computing moment

coefficients, 0.7 inch model scale

MACH NO free-stream Mach number

NCP normal-force center-of-pressure location,

CLM/CN; store diameters, L, from the

center of gravity, positive ahead

P free-stream static pressure, psfa

PT free-stream total pressure, psfa

Q free-stream dynamic pressure, psf

RE/FT free-stream Reynolds number per foot, ft-1

S reference area used in computing Corce and

moment coefficients, 0.385 square inches model

scale

T free-stream static temperature, OR

'p

TT free-stream total temperature, OR

,4 45
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V free-stream velocity, ft/sec

XP Xs-coordinate of the store nose in the Xs, Ys'

Zs coordinate system of Figure 5, in.

YCP side-force center-of-pressure location,

CLN/CY; store diameters, L, from the

center of gravity, positive ahead

YP Ys-coordinate of the store nose in the Xs, Ys'

Zs coordinate system of Figure 5, in.

ZP/D Zs-coordinate of the store nose divided by the

store maximum diameter (0.7 in) in the Xs, Ys,

Zs coordinate system of Figure 5

FLOW-FIELD SURVEY TESTS

The flow-field survey phase of the test program con-

sisted of measuring the flow field in the region beneath the

* parent aircraft which the bottom store on the TER would

occupy in and near the carriage position. Details of the 20

degree half-angle conically tipped probe used during the

tests are shown in Figure 11. The test installation is

similar to that shown in Figure 9 for the grid force and

moment tests except that the probe is mounted on the CTS

rather than the balance and force model. The rrobe has four

equally spaced static pressure orifices on the cone surface

and a total pressure orifice at the cone apex.

Flow-field data were taken at aircraft angles of attack

from 10 to ]7 ° • The probe angle of attack was kept the same

46
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as the bottom store on the TER, that is, one degree less

than the parent aircraft. The origin of the probe

coordinate system is the Xp, Yp, Zp system shown in Figure

5. The probe longitudinal axis and the Xp axis are

parallel.

Data were obtained by making axial traverses at a series

of Yp, Zp positions. These locations are shown in the

following sketch by the crosses.

LOCATION 1 .35

0.3

Zp

The dashed circle represents the Mk-83 bomb in the carriage

position on the TER. The Xp range for most of the traverses

was from Xp = -0.15 inch to Xp = -5.85 inches, approximately

the length of the Mk-83 model. For two of the traverses,

Yp = 0.0 and Zp= 0.0 and 0.70, the range was extended to

-8.85 inches.

48
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Standard 4T data reduction programs were used to calcu-

late the local velocity components and flow angles. These

programs used the five probe pressures and probe calibration

data. At the beginning of this phase of the testing,

sufficient probe calibration data were taken to verify the

validity of the previous calibrations. The estimated

accuracy in the calculated local angles of attack and

sideslip, from Reference 3, is +0.250.

Summary of Tests

The flow-field survey tests are summarized in Table 7.

Column 1 lists the parent aircraft configuration number from

Table 2. The free-stream Mach number, M., is in column 2

and the probe angle of attack, up, in column 3. The fourth

column indicates the Xpschedule which was used for the

traverse. These two schedules are shown at the bottom of

each page of the table. The probe angle of attack listed in

the third column is one degree less than the parent aircraft

angle of attack, measured with respect to waterline, WL,

zero shown in Figure 1.

The remainder of Table 7 lists the AEDC run numbers for

the data obtained for a particular parent aircraft

configuration, Mach number, probe angle of attack, and probe

position. The Xi,, Yr,, Zp, coordinate system origin is shown

in Figure 5. Blanks in the table indicate that no data were

taken. The run numbers provide input data for the data

retrieval computer program.
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Use of Data Retrieval Cornputer Proqram

The flow-field data are all contained in one file on a

magnetic tape. A computer program has been written which

allows the flow-field data for run numbers listed in Table 7

to be retrieved from the tape and tabulated. A listing of

the computer program is presented in Appendix C. The first

card of input is in a 3A4 format and contains the word

"FLOW" beginning in column 1. This is used to compare with

a header on the tape to assure that the correct tape is

mounted. The second input card in an 15 format specifies

the number of run numbers of data, < 100, to be retrieved.

The specific run numbers from Table 7 are input on the next

cards, eight to a card in SF10.0 format. The run numbers

can be in any order. The computer program sorts them into

numerical sequence before searching the tape.

Description of-Tabulated Data

There is one page of output for each run number of data.

A sample is shown in Figure 12. The first line of output

identifies the type of data, in this case flow field; the

AEDC report number documenting this test (Reference 3), and

the ARO project number and test number. The next two lines

list the run number and parent aircraft configuration. The

following four lines of output list the free-stream test

conditions. The next four lines show the angles of attack

of the parent aircraft and the probe. The remainder of the

page tabulates the probe position, in the coordinate system

of Figure 5, and the quantitics calculated from the probe

measurements.
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The nomenclature used in the tabulated output is

contained in the following list.

ALP local angle of attack as seen by the probe;

angle between the velocity component in the Xp,

Zp plane and that in the Xp direction, deg.;

positive for positive VZ

ALPHA PAR angle of attack of the parent aircraft, deg.

ALPHA PROBE angle of attack of the probe, deg.

ALPT total angle of attack as seen by the probe,

angle between probe longitudinal axis and the

local total velocity vector, deg.

MACH NO free-stream Mach number

ML local Mach number in the flow field

P free-stream static pressure, psfa

PHI ingle between the velocity component in the

probe Yp, Zp plane and the negative Zp axis,

deg.; positive clockwise viewed from the rear

PT free-stream total pressure, psfa

'1

PTP/PT ratio of local total pressure to free-stream

total pressure

Q free-stream dynamic pressure, jsf
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QL/Q ratio of local dynamic pressure to free-stream

dynamic pressure

RE/FT free-stream Reynolds number per foot, ft-

SIG local sidewash angle as seen by the probe;

angle between the velocity component in the Xp,

Yp plane and that in the negative Xp direction,

deg.; positive for positive VY

T free-stream static temperature, OR

TT free-stream total temperature, OR

V free-stream velocity, ft/sec

VL/V total local velocity divided by the free-stream

velocity

VX/V local Xp velocity component, positive in the

negative Xp direction, divided by the free7

stream velocity

,VY/V local Yp velocity component, positive in the

pnsitive Yp direction, divided by the free-

stream velocity

VZ/V local Zp velocity component, positive in the
negative ZP direction, divided by the free-

stream velocity
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XP position of the probe static pressure orifices

in the Xp direction in the Xp, Yp, Zp coordi-

nate system of Figure 5, in.

YP position of the probe longitudinal axis in the

YP direction in the Xp, Yp, Zp coordinate

system of Figure 5, in.

ZP position of the probe longitudinal axis in the

Zp direction in the XP, YP, Zp coordinate

system of Figure 5, in.

DISCUSSION OF ATTACHED LOADS

INTRODUCTORY REMARKS

A significant problem in store loads is whether a sting-

supported store will yield the attiched store loads (forces

and moments) as it approaches the attached-store position as

close as possible under practical testing conditions without

making contact with the rack. In fact, the nature of the

interference forces on the store for small gaps between store

and rack is not well understood. The purpose of this and the

next section is to elucidate, the nature of these loads as

revealed by the present measurements.

Our knowledge of the loads on a store in close proximity

to the ;tttached position is not extensive, but light has

been shed on this subject by the tests of Dix in Reference

5. The tests were of Mk-P' hombs on Pr- r sirtpd on a
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model of an F-4C airplane and included both attached loads

and loads on a sting-supported oomb. His results are pre-

sented for us = 00 and do not include parent aircraft

component build-up results. For the bottom store, the

shoulder stores were present; for the shoulder store, the

opposite shoulder store was present. His data show that the

,captive loads cannot be obtained by extrapolating CTS data

to zero Z/D in general. For some coefficients (CLM, CA,

CLN), such extrapolation was better than for others (CN,

CY). Large changes occurred for Z/D < 0.2 which could not

be measured with the CTS system because of limitation in

accuracy of positioning the store.

In this investigation a more extensive investigation was

made of Lne problem, and tht effects of angle of attack dand

configuration build-up were measured. Also flow-field data

in the vicinity of the attached bottom store position were

taken.

iefore 6iscussinig the load neasurements, we will show the

rce, itionsh i between the attached and grid loads.

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN ATTACHED AND GRID LOADS

Stores SMF dad SMU are the ones tested both on

t h,' ot t 0'hd-lI ad b i -ncre ain d the CT:. sl inq s app-rted

bllance. Data for -itore SMF in combination with

conf i lurdit ion 3 of Table 2 (F4-C, inboard pylon, TER) are_

shown in Figure 13. In Figure 13(a) the normal-force

c(effiI It is siiowii versiis Zp/D for five angles of

attack "t Yo0 = 0.6. The stLing dat, extend ,lown to,9

Zp/D = .07. There is a ]arq;c change in CN in thc rli nqe
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(a) Normal-force coefficient.

4" FIGURE 13. Comparison of Attached and Grid Loads for Store

SMF in Combination with Configuration 3 at M=- 0.6.
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FIGURE 13. Continued.
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0 < Zp/D < .07 as indicated by the attached-store data

which cannot be reproduced by extrapolating the sting

results to zero gap. This range of Zp/D, representing

only 0.05 in. model scale, produces surprisingly large

interference forces which increase with angle of attack.

Examination of the other parts of Figure 13 for the

other coefficients shows that, with the possible exception

of side-force coefficient, extrapolation of the sting data

to ZP= 0 is not accurate. The question naturally

arises whether the attached loads are accurately measured.

Subsequent data will verify their repeatability. It is our

belief based on the overall consistency of the data as well

as the results of Dix that the attached loads are valid.

The question arises whether the above phenomena are also

valid at high Mach niimbers. Curves similar to those of

Figure 13 are presented in Figure 14 for store SMU in

combination with configuration 3 at M.= 0.95. The same

general behavior is seen as previously. In Figure 15, the

normal-force coefficients are shown for three Macn numDers

for store SMF in combination with configuration 3.

These effects of Mach number on the behavior for Zp/D < .07

are small. It appears that both the sting and attached

load data are repeatable, and that the strong interference

is not Mach number dependent.

There are adequate data to illustrate a number of

effects on the way the loads of the attached bottom store

vary with angle of attack. The effects of the following

variables on these attached store loads will now be

illustrated.
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(a) Configuration (other than bottom store)

(b) Mach number

(c) Effect of adding fins to shoulder stores

(d) Effect of number of shoulder stores

(e) Effect of bottom store configuration

EFFECT OF CONFIGURATION

Attached store loads (forces and moments) were measured

on four different bottom store configurations for

configurations 3, 4, 5, 6, and 8. The variations of loads

for store SAF at M. = 0.6 with angle of attack are shown

in Figure 16 for the above five configurations. Figure

16(a) shows that at angles of attack between -40 and

+80, configuration 3 yields the least normal force

(positive upward). Configurations 4 and 8, which only have

one shoulder store, yield more normal force; and

configurations 5 and 6, with two shoulder stores, yield the

largest normal forces. What is of particular interest is

that the addition of fins to the shoulder stores has a small

effect on normal force. Also at angles of attack above

80, the effects of configuration differences are much

less than at lower angles of attack.

The side-force variation with a sl-.:n in Figure 16(b)s

shows that the side force is relatively insensitive to

configuration especially fr angles of attack less than 80.

Positive side force is directed towards the fuselage from

the left-wing inboard pylon.

Pitching-moment coefficients shown in Figure 16(c) are

generally nose down. For angles of attack less than about
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60, the effect of configuration on the magnitude of the

pitching-moment coefficient is similar to its effect on

normal force. However in the range above 60 to 80,

configurations 5 and 6 have smaller pitching moments than

configurations 4 and 8. Again adding fins to the shoulder

stores causes negligible effect.

The yawing-moment coefficient is slightly nonlinear with

1sfrom .40 to 160 and is positive. There are significant

differences due to configuration changes, but the addition

of fins to the shoulder store has a negligible effect.

The rolling-moment coefficients in Figure 16(e) are

positive, nonlinear, and have maxima around 60 to 80. The

configuration effects are significant. The addition of the

fins to the shoulder stores causes a significant effect in

the higher angle range.

The same kind of data as Figure 16 for M. 0.95 show

the same general qualitative effects.

EFFECT OF MACH NUMBER

A set of curves for the loads on SAF for

configuration 6 at M.0 = 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9 and 0.95 in

Figure 17 shows that Mach number has its largest effect on

normal force. Mach number effects on the rest of the

-" coefficients are not large.
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EFFECT OF ADDING FINS TO SHOULDER STORES

The effect of adding fins to the shoulder stores on the

bottom store loads is seen by comparing results for

configurations 4 and 8 or configurations 5 and 6 (latter

case corresponding to flight). The loads on store SAF

are shown in Figure 18 for M = 0.6 for configurations 5 and

6. The data show negligible effect of adding the fins to

the stores except for rolling-moment coefficient and for

pitching-moment coefficient at high angle of attack. At M.

= 0.95 the same kind of results show negligible effect of

adding fins to the shoulder stores except on CN and CLN at

negative angles of attack, and on rolling moment.

EFFECT OF NUMBER OF SHOULDER STORES

By comparing store loads for configurations 4 and 5 or 6

and 8, the effect of the number of shoulder stores on the

bottom store loads can be determined. Figure 19 presents

the loads on SAF at M = 0.6 for configurations 4 and 5.

The addition of a second shoulder store has the effect of

increasing normal-force coefficient at low angles of attack

and decreasing it at high angles of attack with

correspon ding changes in the pitching-norwcont coefficient.

While the addition of the second shoulder store has a small

effect on side-force coefficient except at negative angle of

attack, it does have a significant effect on yawing-moment

coefficient. Rolling-moment coefficient is also changed.

At M= 0.95 the data exhibit the same qualitative

effects as at H= 0.6.
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EFFECT OF BOTTOM STORE CONFIGURATION

It is of interest to know how the four stores tested,

SAF, SAU, SMF, and SMU, vary in their attached loads. Such

results for M, = 0.6 are shown in Figure 20 for the stores

attached to configuration 6. The stores are all different

with respect to normal-force and pitching-moment

characteristics.. With regard to side-force and

yawing-moment coefficients, the finned stores are nearly the

same and the unfinned stores are also nearly the same.

Significant difference exist between the finned stores with

regard to rolling-moment coefficient. The measured rolling

moments for the unfinned stores are an indication of the

accuracy of the measurements.

DISCUSSION OF GRID LOADS

CONFIGURATION EFFECTS AT a s = 00

The grid loads oni the bottom store as it moves downward

from close proximity to the rack are influenced by angle of

ittack, configuration, Mach number, iddition of fins to the

shoulder stores, and the number of shoulder stores. Figure

21 shows the loads on store SMF at M. = 0.6 as

influenced by configuration and store vertical position.

Only the first 1.25 dIiameter of store vertical position are

shown.

Examination of the normal-force results shows the least

normal force for configuration 2 with a small positive
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increment due to addition of the TER. Addition of one

shoulder store contributes positive increments about twice

those due to the TER. Addition of the other shoulder store

adds an even larger positive increment to the normal force.

Addition of the fins to the shoulder stores adds further

small positive increments in normal force. We conclude that

the addition of the shoulder stores are most important,

followed by the addition of the TER, and finally the

addition of the fins to the shoulder stores.

The side-force results in Figure 21(b) show that the

largest effects of configuration occur at small Zp/D.

The effect of adding the second shoulder store is to

almost cancel the increment due to adding the first.

The effect of adding fins to the shoulder stores is again

fairly small.

The pitching-moment results show the same qualitative

effects as the normal-force results. The yawing-moment

results show large configuration effects at small Zp/D

(on an expanded scale) and small effects at large Zp/D.

The store alone has a rolling-moment coefficient of .037 at

s = no borause of fin cant. Additional rolling moments of

about the same magnitude can be developed at small Zp/D

because of configurational dIifferences. At these small

values of Zp/D increments in CLL as large as 0.01 can be

developed by the addition of fins to the shoulder stores.

9 The store alone has rolling-moment coefficients in the range

K =0of .026-.037 at 00 and .026-.040 at =s 22.50

for 00 < a s < 80 principally by virtue of the cant

Of the tail fins. (Note that 4s 00 corresponds to the

X tail roll orientation.)
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CONFIGURATION EFFECTS AT a = 80
S

Figure 22 shows the same kind of data as in Figure 21

except for as = 80 instead of a = 00. The results

of Figure 22(a) show that the normal-force coefficient

increases as the bottom store moves away from the rack

rather than remains constant or decreases as at ai= 00.s
Also the addition of the outboard shoulder store to

configuration 3 now reduces the normal force rather than

increases it. The effect of adding the fins to the shoulder

store affects the bottom store normal force only for small

values of Zp/D.

The side-force coefficients of Figure 22(b) are much

higher than those of Figure 22(a), and the effects of

configuration changes are generally much less. There is not

much qualitative difference in the pitching-moment

coefficient behavior at . = 80, Figure 22(c), from thats
at a = 00. For the yawing-moment coefficient, lowers

values prevail at (= 80, Figure 22(d), than at . =s s
00, with some qualitative differences in behavior. The

peak rolling-moment coefficients at =8 ° do nots
exceed those at (A = no by much.

With regard to the effect of add i rq firs to the shouIdier

stores on the results, compare configur,it tons 5 ui., 6 in

Figure 22. Adding the fins ,ien r. I y -tuss i SMI I bi'L

significant effect at small values of Zp/D. The efft.ct

is usually much smaller than that liue to , l riini , tt

stores to the rack.
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EFFECT OF MACH NUMBER

The effects of Mach number on the grid loads of bottom

store S MF are shown in Figure 23 for configuration 6 at

= 00. The effects of Mach number on normal-force

coefficient are not large for M =0.6-0.8, for the entire

range of Zp/D. At low values of this parameter, the spread

between the M 00= 0.6 and 0.95 data becomes fairly significant.

This result also is true of the attached load data seen in

Figure 17(a) for the same test conditions but for store SAF.

The side-force results of Figure 23(b) show small

effects of Mach number for all values of Zp/D, when the

expanded scale on the figure is taken into consideration.

The pitching-moment results of Figure 23(c) show a

systematic effect of Mach number. The data on yawing moment

show little effect of Mach number at high values of

ZP/D, but at low values the data for M. = 0.6, 0.7, and

0.8 form one trend and those for 0.9 and 0.95 another trend.

The rolling moment data all show the same trend with

Zp/D with secondary variations due to M..

It is of interest to contrast the effect of Mach number

on the loads at as= 80 shown in Figure 24 with those at

cv. = 00 shown in Figure 23. The effects of M wat a -

80 on normal-force coefficient are about the same

magnitude as they are at as= 00. The effects of Mach

number on side-force coefficient at av = 80 are
5

V proportionally about the same as at as = 00, but the

increments are much larger since the side-force coefficients

are much larger.
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A systematic effect of M. on the pitching-moment

coefficient is manifest at as = 80 just as at as =

00 but the qualitative effect of Zp/D is different

in the two cases. The yawing-moment qualitative variation

with Zp/D is quite different at as = 80 than at as=

00. The effects of Mc on the data are least for M.

0.6-0.8 and larger for M,=0.8-0.95. As at as =00

the trend of rolling-moment coefficient with Zp/D at

a S= 80 dominates the behavior with a secondary effect of

M. superimposed on the Zp/D trend.

EFFECT OF ADDING FINS TO SHOULDER STORES

It is a complication to model the shoulder store fins in

the computer program. It is therefore of interest to see

what is lost in accuracy by not doing so. A measure of the

inaccuracies incurred can be obtained by comparing the loads

on the bottom store at identical positions in configurations

5 and 6. These data for SM at a = 00 are shown in
MF s

Figure 25 for M co= 0.6. The fin effects on normal-force

coefficient are a maximum of about 10 percent at small

Zp/D. The maximum fin effect on side force coefficient

is about .02, also at very low Zp/D. There is about a

maximum 10 percent effect on pitching-moment coefficient.

The yawing-moment coefficients are quite small being both

negative and positive. An error of about 0.1 in the

coefficient occurs at very low values of Zp/D. At low

Zp/D the rolling-moment coefficient difference is about

0. 01.

It is of interest to look at other cases to see the

effect of adding the fins to the shoulder stores as
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influenced by M. and as . The following table gives some

results from figures not shown.

M =0.6 a = 80
00 s

CN: .05 in .20

CY: negligible

CLM: 0.15 in 0.4

CLN: 10%

CLL: negligible

M. = 0.95 (1 0 0

CN: 10%

CY: .015 in 0.11

CLM: 0.25 in 1.75

CLN: negligible

CLL: .008 in .06

Mo = 0.95 as = 8 0

CN: negligible

CY: negligible

CLM: 0.2 out of 0.8

CLN: .08 out of 0.7

CLL: negligible

Since the effect of the shoulder store fins is usually

greatest for small Zp/D, it is probable that in a store

separation trajectory the effect of those fins can be

neglected for many cases. However for accurate attached
04

load calculations they should probably be included.
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EFFECT OF SHOULDER STORES

Figure 26 compares the loads on store SMF for

configurations 3, 5 and 6. These results show the

importance of the shoulder stores on the loads of the bottom

store and how far out the shoulder stores affect the loads.

For normal-force and pitching-moment coefficients the second

store adds an increment about as large as that due to

addition of one store, and the interference effects are

significant out to 4-6 store diameters. Comparable results

are shown for side force and yawing moment except that the

interference effects are only significant to 1-2 store

diameters. The rolling moment results indicate large

effects only for small Zp/D values, and show a difference of

magnitude of .005 for Zp/D > 1.0.

The range of the interference effects of the shoulder

stores on the bottom store is judged to be large enough that

it can have significant effects on trajectory calculations.

Such stores also must be accounted for in determining

attached loads.

EFFECT OF SWAY BRACES

Measurements have been made to determine the importance

on store grid loads of sway braces such as shown in Figure

5. Measurements, with and without sway braces, are

indicated in Table 6. Comparing the grid data for the

bottom store of configuration 6 at M. = 0.6, 0.8, 0.9, and

0.95 at as- 00 with and without sway braces, we find

their effects are generally negligible except in a few cases

for close proximity to the attached position for CN and CLM.
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For CN of 0.6, an effect of 0.1 for Zp/D < 0.1 is about

the maximum. For a CM of 1.2 a change of 0.1 to 0.2 is a

maximum. These changes attenuate to very small values by

Zp/D = 0.5. These results are representative of all

Mach numbers.

Dix in Reference 6 examined the effects of sway

braces on the attached loads for the same configuration.

At a = 00 his results were the same as described above
s

except for CM. He found increments in CM as high as

0.6.

DISCUSSION OF FLOW FIELD MEASUREMENTS

The nature of the flow field is influenced by the same

paIrameters which affect the store loads. They include

vertical position, angle of attack, configuration, Mach

number, number of shoulder stores, and addition of fins to

the shoulder stores. The quantities shown in the ensuing

figures are VZ/V and VY/V, which are, respectively, the

upwash and sidewash velocities divided by the free-stream

velocity. For the purposes of this report, these quantit ies

can be equated to the upwash and sidewash angles in radians

WIthin a f-sw pcrcent in ill cases. The angjles are measured

in the attached store or probe axis system shown in

4j Figure 5.

;'
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EFFECT OF VERTICAL POSITION AND ANGLE OF ATTACK

Figure 27 shows measured upwash and sidewash under the

rack of configuration 3 at = 0.6 at Zp/D of 0 and 1.0

for both 00 and 160 angles of attack. It is noted that

the change in upwash between these vertical positions for

both angles of attack is not large. The sidewash angle in

Figure 27(b) tends to show more variation between positions.

The results which follow are for ZP/D = 0.

EFFECT OF CONFIGURATION

The effects of configuration will first be examined with

regards to adding the pylon and then the rack to the clean

airplane by comparing data for configurations 1, 2, and 3.

The upwash and sidewash for M. = 0.6 and as = 00 are shown

in Figure 28 for these configurations as well as others.

Adding the pylon to the clean airplane hardly changes the

upwash, but adding the rack causes a significant effect;

as much as 20. The effect of adding the pylon on sidewash

has a maximum effect of about 0.50 while adding the rack

has about three times this effect.

Examining similar results in Figure 29 for a s = 40, we

note results of about the same magnitude for upwash angle.

The results for sidewash in Figure 29(b) are similar to

those for a = 00 but are of larger magnitude.
s

It seems desirable to model the pylon and necessary to

model the rack.
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The effects of adding shoulder stores to the rack and

pylon and fins to the shoulder stores can be seen by

comparing configurations 3, 5, and 6 in Figures 28 and 29.

It is noted that configurations 5 and 6 cause large changes

in upwash from configuration 3 in Figure 28(a) but they have

virtually identical upwash for 0 < Xp < -5. The Xp = -5

position is near the fin leading edge, and only behind

this point is the upwash field due to the addition of the

fins of significance.

Adding the shoulder stores to the rack causes

significant increments in sidewash but these are usually

less than those caused by adding the rack to the pylon. The

further addition of the fins causes small sidewash

increments which are felt in front of and behind the fins.

At a = 40, the same general conclusion holds fors

upwash, while the maximum increment in sidewash is about

1.00 due to adding shoulder stores and another 0.50

due to addition of fins.

It thus appears that addition of the rack has

significant effects on upwash and sidewash. Addition of a

pair of shoulder stores also has significant effects on the

upwash and sidewash. Addition of fins to the shoulder

stores has little effect on upwash, and then only behind the

fins. It has a small effect on sidewash in front of and

behind the fins.

EFFECT OF MACH NUMBER

The effect of Mach number on the upwash and sidewash at

Us = 40 is shown for configuration 3 in Figure 30. There

is an effect of M_ on upwash in the region of large axial

A145
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gradients, but there is a small effect on sidewash for the

range 0.6 < M. < 0.95. Similar data are presented for

configuration 6 in Figure 31. There are small effects of

on upwash and sidewash up to M = 0.8. There is a

maximum change in sidewash angle of about 10 over a small

Xp range due to change in M. from 0.8 to 0.95.

EFFECT OF NUMBER OF SHOULDER STORES

The effect of adding the outboard shoulder store

(including fins) to the rack is found by comparing config-

urations 3 and 8, and the effect of adding both shoulder

stores (including fins) to the rack is found by comparing

configurations 3 and 6. These effects are shown on upwash

and sidewash for Zp/D = 0 at M = 0.6 in Figure 32 for =

00 and in Figure 33 for a = 4 ° . Examining Figure 32(a),

we can see that adding both stores causes generally more

than twice the effect on upwash of adding one store. The

sidewash angles, Figure 32(b), are negative, and for the

present measurements under the left wing, the flow is

directed outboard. The effect of adding two shoulder stores

is not to change the sidewash angle for the first two inches

(one-third of the store length), while one shoulder store

decreases the sidewash angle substantially. There is a

clearcut difference between the effects of adding one or two

shoulder stores on the sidewash.

.4 °

The upwash results for a 40 in Figure 33(a) show that~S
adding the outboard shoulder store has a greater effect over

the forward half of the survey, and that adding the inboard

store has the greater effect over the rear half of the survey.

eL With regard to sidewash, the results noted in Figure 32(a)
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for 0 > Xp > -2 are repeated, but the effect of adding either

or both stores on sidewash is small for Xp < -3.

EFFECT OF ADDING FINS TO SHOULDER STORES

Comparison of configurations 5 and 6 shows the effect of

adding fins to the shoulder stores. These results are given

for Mc = 0.6 in Figure 34 for as = 00 and in Figure 35

for as = 40 With respect to upwash there are no large

effects of adding the fins. There is about a 10 change

in upwash at as = 00 behind the fins of the store due to

the addition of the fins. The changes in sidewash are

small, not exceeding 1/4 to 1/2 degree. At s = 40,

there is little change in upwash and about a maximum of

0.40 in sidewash.

COMPARISON BETWEEN EXPERIMENT AND THEORY

GENERAL APPROACH

The basic objective of the experimental investigation is

to provide data for validating the computer program of

Reference 1 and for providing insight into methods for

upgrading the computer program. Accordingly the comparisons

between theory and experiment are directed toward these

ends. In order to make such comparisons meaningful, it is

of interest to describe the main assumptions that are made

in the computer program especially with respect to pylon,

rack, and stores and to suggest areas where refinements in

the computer oroqram may appear necessary.

r'1
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ASSUMPTIONS OF THE COMPUTER PROGRAM

The computer program is based on linear theory,

Laplace's equation for the flow field with the

Glauert-Prandtl theory to account for compressibility. The

fuselage, which can be noncircular, is modeled by using

sources, doublets, and high-order solutions along the axis

of the fuselage to satisfy its boundary conditions, with a

vortex-lattice layout on the wing to satisfy the wing

boundary conditions. The vortex-lattice system is imaged in

the fuselage (assumed circular). Wing thickness is modeled

by source panels. Account is taken of airflow through

inlets and ducts by changing the effective cross-sectional

area distribution of the body.

The pylon is modeled with regard to thickness by source

panels and with regard to the normal velocity boundary

condition by a vortex-lattice layout.

The rack is modeled for volume by a body of revolution.

The stores are modeled for volume by three-dimensional

source distributions along their axes. No mutual inter-

ference between stores or between stores and rack is

accounted for. No doublets to model store angle of attack

distributions are included. The tail fins of the shoulder

stores are not modeled.

The forces on the ejected store are calculated by

slender-body theory. Both upwash and sidewash distribu-

tions are taken into account. Also a loading due to

buoyancy is included in the calculation. If the flow
Of separates at some axial station, crossflow drag theory is

160
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used to calculate the loading downstream of separation.

The tail fin contributions are determined using the spanwise

variation of induced downwash across the tail span together

with reverse-flow theorems in a method which has accuracy

nearly equivalent to full linear theory.

POSSIBLE SHORTCOMINGS OF COMPUTER PROGRAM

In the ensuing remarks a distinction will be made

between the problem of determining the loads on a separating

store sufficiently accurately to calculate its separation

trajectory and the problem of accurately predicting attached

loads. The large changes in loads in the first few tenths

of diameter of store downward travel do not need to be

accurately predicted for the first problem because the store
spends very little of its total time under the influence of
the aircraft in this region. With regard to the second

problem it should also be borne in mind that the attached

aerodynamic loads are also augmented by inertial loads, and

therefore represent only part of the maximum loads.

The questions that need examination with respect to the

computer program are largely those of whether the airplane,

pylon, rack, and stores are individually adequately modeled,

and whether their mutual interferences are properly accounted

for. Additional questions arise concerning the limits of

the computer program because of nonlinear effects of angle

of ;ittack and Mach number. Some remarks concerning the

pylon-rack-store interference problem should be helpful in

the subsequent comparisons between experiment and theory.
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With regards to Figure 5, the pylon is a lifting surface

which should be modeled fairly accurately by vortex-lattice

methods. Its effect on the store is minimized by the fact

that the store is fairly far away because of the intervening

rack. At angle of attack s = 40, Figure 29(b) shows about
30 of sidewash at the store position. At the rack, the

sidewash would be still higher. The rack is modeled as a

body of revolution, and no doublets to account for downwash

or sidewash at the rack are included in the model.

Figure 3 shows a detailed model of the TER. The first

0.8 in. of the rack has cross sections similar to the upper

half of the cross-sectional shape shown. This part of the

rack is probably modeled sufficiently accurately by a body

of revolution. From 0.8 in. to about 2.2 in., the rack has

the A-A cross section shown. In effect a secondary pylon

exists beneath the rack which is in close proximity to the

store. This secondary pylon is not properly accounted for

by modeling the rack as a body of revolution. The rear part

of the rack is hexagonal, and is well modeled by a body of

revolution. The rack as a body of revolution is over a rack

diameter away from the lower store. Since the flow field of

three-dimensional sources drops off with radius as r
2

and that due to doublets as r- 3 , it is to be expected

that the source terms due to the rack will dominate the

lower store. For the shoulder stores it may not be true

that this is the case because of the close proximity of the

rack to the shoulder stores.

Consider now the shoulder store modeling. In the

computer codes they are modeled only by source distributions

with no mutual interference between each other or between

rack and lower store. There are upwash and sidewash angles
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at the shoulder store locations which should be modeled for

attached loads. Also the mutual interference among all

stores and the rack should be accounted for.

In determining the loads on the lower store, the flow

field induced directly by the rack and shoulder stores is

taken into account with no mutual interference between these

components. Such mutual interference should probably be

accounted for to obtain better estimates of the induced flow

field at the bottom store position. When the bottom store

is introduced, it produces additional mutual intp-',rence

between itself and the rack and shoulder stores. This

mutual interference arises from bottom store source and

doublet distributions. It seems, that as a minimum, mutual

interference among the sources should be accounted for, and

possibly also doublets near the attached position.

Finally, tail fins on the shoulder stores are not

accounted for in the computer program. Modeling them is

probably of secondary importance compared to the above

shortcomings based on the small differences seen between

configurations 5 and 6.

COMPARISON BETWEEN DATA AND THEORY

FOR CLEAN AIRPLANE

* In the ensuing comparisons, the effects of adding the

pylon to the clean airplane, the effect of adding the rack

to the pylon, and the effect of adding the shoulder stores

to the rack will be isolated and compared with theory.

These increments are all to be added to the clean airplane

characteristics as a base configuration. It is therefore
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of interest to examine the comparison between experiment and

theory for the clean airplane.

In Figure 36 the downwash and sidewash angles are shown

along the Zp/D = 0 location for M, = 0.6 for various

angles of attack. It is noted that the experimental upwash

angle is predicted fairly well up to about 80 angle of

attack although it is consistently less than theory.

Significantly large deviations between experiment and theory

occur by the time as = 160 is reached. The sidewash is

predicted well up to as = 80. The deviations that do exist

at the higher angles could be due to a number of

considerations such as departure of the aircraft lift from

the range of linearity, imprecise model dimensions, tunnel

flow angularity, and mismatch of the engine mass flow ratio

between the theoretical model and the wind-tunnel model.

Before comparing the theory and experiment for the

forces and moments measured under the conditions of Figure

36, it is of interest to describe the characteristics of

store SMF used in the comparison. Test data for the

store with and without tail fins in the X configuration were

used to determine the increment in normal force due to

adding the tail fins to the body. The increment was divided

between tail fins and the body in accordance with the KW

and KB interference factors described in Reference 7.

The body alone has a boattail with possible separation. A

crossflow drag coefficient was selected for the afterbody

based on crossflow Mach number, and an axial position of

separation was chosen for the body alone so that the normal
force was correctly predicted. The pitching moments of the

.4

body alone and body-tail were then predicted from the theory

using the theoretical center-of-pressure positions. The

resulting theoretical characteristics of the store SMF
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0 0 956 7

0.25 160 0 959 7
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PROBE AXIAL POSITION, ZP, IN.

(a) Upwash angle.

FIGURE 36. Flow Field Comparisons for Clean
Airplane at M. ; ).6 and Zp/D = 0 as a
Function of Angle of Attack.
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are shown in Figure 37 for M 0.6 together with the
00

measured normal-force, pitching-moment, and rolling-moment

characteristics. The rolling moment is associated with

20 of cant of all four tail fins. It is seen that the

use of the experimental data in this manner yields good

theoretical estimates of the body and body-tail

characteristics. The computer program should therefore not

give spurious store loads for the various configurations

because of inaccuracies in predicting store alone

characteristics in a parallel flow.

In Figure 38, the loads on store SMF in combination

with the clean airplane at ZP/D = 0 are shown for the

angle of attack range from 00 to 160 and compared

with the predictions of the computer program. The normal

force is predicted well up to about 80, and is about

half of its free-stream value for the same angle of attack.

The side force is predicted well up to about 120. The

pitching moments and yawing moments are not well predicted,

but they are generally less than those of Figure 37 for the

store in the free stream. The center-of-pressure position

for yawing moment is in error by as much as 0.5 diameters.

In the theory, the separation position on the boattail

corresponding to a . has been used. The results of Figure 36

show that the average angle of attack on the boattail is

much less than as.. Accordingly separation occurs more aft

than predicted. This yields more download on the boattail

and more nose-up moment. However, the tail will gain upload

as a result of decreased separation resulting in a nose-down

.4 moment. What we observe is the net effect of those two

opposing tendencies. It thus appears that for engineering

purposes an improvement to the computer program can be made

for boattail bodies by taking account of the local angle of
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(a) Normal force.
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I
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-2
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(b) Pitching moment.

FIGURE 37. Comparison Between Experiment and
Theory for the Free-Stream Aerodynamics of
Store SMF at M. 0.6.
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(c) Rolling moment.

FIGURE 37. Concluded.
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0.4 o EXPERIMENT
0.4

0
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THEORY

0.2
0

0

-0. 2rI
(a) Normal force.

0

-0.2

CY0

-0.4- 0

-0.6

-0.8
0 4 a 12 16

4ANGLE OF ATTACK, as) DEG

(b) Side force.

FIGURE 38. Loads on Store SMF in Combination

9'with Clean Airplane at M,,, 0.6; Zp/D =0.
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(c) Pitching moment.
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0 (d) Yawing moment.
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(e) Rolling moment.

FIGURE 38. Concluded.
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attack and sidewash on the boattail in specifying the

separation location.

The rolling-moment coefficient is small, and is fairly

well predicted.

Similar results in Figure 39 for Zpb= 1.0 exhibit

similar results as for Zp/D = 0.

COMPARISON BETWEEN DATA AND THEORY

FOR EFFECT OF THE PYLON

The effects on the flow field of adding the pylon to the

airplane can be determined by subtracting data for configura-

tion 1 from that for configuration 2. In this way the

effects of the pylon can be examined unmasked by configuration

1 effects. The next four figures show the pylon effects on

upwash and sidewash at M 0.6 for the four following

conditions:

Figure Zp/D

40 0 0

41 0 1

42 40 0

43 4o 1

It is clear that the pylon effect on the flow field is

small and accurately predicted for the conditions shown.

It would be normally assumed that if the flow angles

induced by the pylon at the store location are small, that
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THEORY
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0.2 0-
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, Csl DEG

(a) Normal force.
0 1 1 1
0

-0.2 -

CY

0
-0.4

0

-0.61

0 4 8 12 16

ANGLE OF ATTACK, as, DEG

(b) Side force.

FIGURE 39. Loads on Store SMF in Combination
with Clean Airplane at M= 0.6; Zp/D = 1.0.
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(d) Yawing moment.
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(e) Rolling moment.

FIGURE 39. Concluded.
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0 0

THE ORY
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0 -1 -2 -3 -4 -5 -6

PROBE AXIAL POSITION, Xp, IN.

(a) Upwash angle.

0.02

0 0" ; : • 0 0 0 0 0

THEORY

-0.02 I I I
0 -1 -2 -3 -4 -5 -6

PROBE AXIAL POSITION, Xp, IN.

(b) Sidewash angle.

FIGURE 40. Effect of Adding a Pylon to the Clean
v Airplane on the Flow Angles Along the Centerline

Position of the Bottom Store at M = 0. 6;
=00; Z/D =0.s
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N 0
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-0.02 ' I
0 -1 -2 -3 -4 -5 -6

PROBE AXIAL POSITION, Xp, IN.

(a) Upwash angle.

0.02

0

THEORY

-0.02 - A I I I I
0 -1 -2 -3 -4 -5 -6

PROBE AXIAL POSITION, Xp, IN.

(b) Sidewash angle.

FIGURE 41. Effect of Adding a Pylon to the Clean
Airplane on the Flow Angles Along the Centerline
Position of the Bottcn Store at M - 0.6;
(A 0 "0  Z p = 1.0.
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0 -1 -2 -3 -4 -5 -6

PROBE AXIAL POSITION, Xp, IN.

(a) Upwash angle.

0.02 1

0
THEORY- (0 (9 O 0

-0.02 I I I I
0 -1 -2 -3 -4 -5 -6

PROBE AXIAL POSITION, Xp, IN.

(b) Sidewash angle.

FIGURE 42. Effect of Adding a Pylon to the Clean
Airplane on the Flow Angles Along the Centerline
Position of the Bottom Store at Mo= 0.6;
'As  4 Zp/D = 0.
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PROBE AXIAL POSITION, Xp, IN.

(a) Upwash angle.

0.02

0 u t

THEORY' 0 o o o 00

-0.02 I I I I
0 -1 -2 -3 -4 -5 -6

PROBE AXIAL POSITION, Xp, IN.

(b) Sidewash angle.

FIGURE 43. Effect of Adding a Pylon to the Clean

Airplane on the Flow Angles Along the Centerline
Position of the Bottom Store at M =0.6;

S= 40; Zp/D = 1.0.
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the corresponding loads induced by the pylon on the store

would be small. As an example, consider the following table

which shows the loads on the SMF stcre for the four above

cases due to the addition of the pylon.

TABLE 8. Loads Due to Pylon.

SMF; Mo = 0.6

(a) as = 0 0 Zp/D = 0

z p/D ACN ACY ACLM ACLN ACLL

Data 0.07 0.063 -.019 -.206 0.028 0.002

Theory 0 .031 -. 010 -.145 .001 0

(b) as = 00 Zp/D = 1.0

Data 1.20 0.030 -. 008 -.100 0.012 0.001

Theory 1.00 .016 -. 004 -.077 .001 0

(c) as = 4
0 Zp/D = 0

Data 0.10 0.069 -.061 -. 220 0.071 0

Theory 0 .028 -. 048 -.138 .051 0.001

(d) a s =40 Z/D = 1.0
P

Data 1.24 0.031 -. 024 -.096 0.031 -. 003

Theory 1.00 .020 -. 022 -. 072 .029 0

Generally speaking the difference between experiment and

theory is not flage so that the loads were satisfactorily

predicted.

An interpretation of the above loads will now be

attempted. The largest change in CN is 0.069 and the

S largest change in CLM is -.220. Based on the slopes of the

CN and CM curves at the origin in Figure 37, those values
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correspond to free-stream angles of attack of the store of

10 and 2.20, respectively. No such large pylon-induced flow

angles are to be found in Figures 40-43. The combined

effects of flow curvature and mutual interference appear to

have the possibility of magnifying the effects over what

might be expected on the grounds of induced flow angle alone

when the store is in close proximity to the interfering

component.

COMPARISON OF DATA AND THEORY FOR

THE EFFECT OF ADDING THE TER

The effects on the flow field of adding the rack to the

airplane pylon combination are shown in Figures 44-47.

These results for both data and theory represent configuration

3 minus configuration 2. The first thing that is clear is

that the induced angles of upwash and sidewash are generally

several times larger than those due to the pylon at Zp/D = 0.

It is also apparent that the effect of the rack attenuates

much in going from Zp/D = 0 to Zp/D = 1.0. For instance,

*the induced upwash maxima fall from about -0.04 to about -0.01

* in this distance. It happens that the Zp/D = 0 position is

about one diameter below the centerline of the rack and the

Zp/D = 1.0 position is about two diameters below the rack

centerline. This suggests that the upwash is strongly source

dominated. The effect of the rack is modeled solely by

4I sources in the theory. However, the theoretical source

effect is too weak, particularly at Zp/D = 0.

Looking at the sidewash angle, the maximum sidewash

exists at Zp/D = 0 and attenuates greatly at Zp/D = 1.

The theory predicts no sidewash since the rack sources

produce none directly below themselves. It is clear that
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0.02 I I I -
0THEORY 0 y0

0 0o

-0.02- 0 0

0

0

-0.04 1 u- I
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PROBE AXIAL POSITION, Xp, IN.

(a) Upwash angle.

THEORY

N0 00 0 0 0
0 0 0

-0.02-
0 -1 -2 -3 -4 -5 -6

PROBE AXIAL POSITION Xp, IN.

(b) Sidewash angle.

FIGURE 44. Effect of Adding TER to Pylon on the Flow
Angles Along the Centerline Position of the Bottom
Store at M = 0.6; as = 0; Zp/D = 0.
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(a) Upwash angle.
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PROBE AXIAL POSITION, Xp, IN.

(b) Sidewash angle.

FIGURE 45. Effect of Adding TER to Pylon on the Flow
Angles Aiorg the Centerline Position of the Bottom
Store at M = 0.6; as- 00; Zp/D z 1.0.
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(a) Upwash angle.
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(b) Sidewash angle.

FIGURE 46. Effect of Adding TER to Pylon on the Flow
Angles Along the Centerline Position of the BottomStore at M.0 0.6; a s = 40; Zp/D =0
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(a) Upwash angle.
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(b) Sidewash angle.

FIGURE 47. Effect of Adding TER to Pylon on the Flow

Angles Along the Centerline Position of the Bottom
Store at M = 9.6; as = 40; Zp/D - 1.0.
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mechanisms to produce sidewash due to addition of the rack

must be introduced into the computer program.

It might appear that the introduction of doublets to

cancel both upwash and sidewash velocities along the rack

are called for since they are not used in the computer

program. However, it appears probable that doublet effects

will attenuate too fast to achieve the desired magnitude of

effect. If one compares the effects of the pylon in Figures

40-43 with the effects of the rack in Figures 44-47, one is

struck by the similarity between the qualitative behaviors

of the two. The rack acts like a pylon not a body of

revolution. It thus appears that the small "rack pylon" can

be modeled as an extension of the main pylon. The rest of

the rack can still be modeled as a body of revolution with

volume since it will not change the pylon normal velocity

boundary conditions.

It is not to be expected that the loads on store SME. due

to addition of the rack to the pylon will be predicted

well for Zp/D = 0 since the upwash and sidewash are

significant at this location, and the theory underpredicts

them. It is of interest to examine the load incrcments due

to the rack in a similar form to that for the pylons.

TABLE 9. Loads Due to Rack.

SMF; Mo = 0.6

(a) as = 00 Zp/D = 0

zp/D ACN ACY ACLM ACLN ACLL

Data 0.07 0.116 -. 059 -.222 -.003 0.007

Theory 0 .051 .001 -. 035 -.002 0
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TABLE 9. (Contd.)

(b) as = 00 Z p/D = 1.0

Z p/D ACN ACY ACLM ACLN ACLL

Data 1.21 0.037 -.015 -. 086 0.045 0.001

Theory 1.00 .024 .001 -. 027 -.001 0

(c) as 40 Zp/D = 0

Data 0.07 0.042 -.196 0 -.034 +.039

Theory 0 .050 +.001 0.031 -.001 0

(d) a s  40 Zp/D = 1.0

Data 1.23 0.019 -.043 -. 063 0.040 0

Theory 1.00 .024 0 -. 024 0 0

Examination of the foregoing table immediately shows

that the computer program gives no contribution to CY, CLN,

and CLL due to addition of the rack. This shortcoming of

the method is more important at a = 40 than a = 00

since the sidewash is greater at as 40 An error

of about 0.2 in side-force coefficient occurs and

about 0.045 in yawing-moment coefficient. There is a

surprising effect on rolling-moment at a = 40 and

Zp/D = 0, the value of CLL for configuration 3 being

0.064 and for configuration 2 being 0.025. There is a

sidewash gradient between the top and bottom fins of the X

arrangement which is, it anything, weaker at Zp/D = 0

than at Zp/D = 1.0. Since the effect does not occur at

Zp/D = 1.0, some other phenomenon must be producing this

difference which is equivalent to about 20 of cant of

all fins. The phenomenon is believed due to a trailing

0 vortex from the rack pylon.
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The magnitudes of the largest measured changes in Tables

8 and 9 are now compared.

(ACN)max  (ACY)max  (ACLM)max  (ACLN)max  (ACLL)max

Table 8 0.069 0.061 0.220 0.071 0.001

Table 9 .116 .196 .220 .045 .039

The maximum effect of the rack on forces and rolling moment

is much greater than that of the pylon, but its maximum

effect on pitching moment is about the same.

The lower store is released with the two shoulder stores

4n position, but for diagnostic purposes it is interesting

to see how theory and experiment compare for the way the

store loads vary with Zp/D when the shoulder stores are not

present. This information is shown in Figure 48 for

M = 0.6 and a s = 40. The theory and experiment both show

wiggles as Zp/D approaches zero. However, in the last 0.1

a large change in the data to the attached load is shown.

The theory also shows a sharp change but in the opposite

direction. The side-force coefficient goes smoothly to

Zp/D = 0 in both theory and experiment, although the theory

is inaccurate near the rack for reasons already pointed out.

The data for the pitching-moment shows an unexpected and

unexplained phenomenon in its os illation near Zp/D = Q.

It was thouqht that this result night be due to spurious

data so comparable results for M.= 0.8 are shown on
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FIGURE 48. Loads on Store SM Under Configuration 3
at M =0.6 and~ 40
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Figure 48(c). The phenomenon is shown but at a much

reduced magnitude. This phenomenon disappears when the

shoulder stores are present.

The yawing moment and rolling moment show a change in

their trends with Zp/D for small values of this parameter.

For the yawing moment this is readily ascribed to rack-

induced sidewash effects neglected in the computer program,

but the rolling-moment results are not so easy to explain.

Referring to Figure 5, it is seen that the tail fins are

well behind the rack and the rack pylon. The possibility of

a trailing vortex from the rack pylon seems the only

possibility which might induce a rolling-moment coefficient

change from 0.04 to 0.09. The rack induced effect is

larger than that due to the 20 cant on the fins.

COMPARISON BETWEEN EXPERIMENT AND THEORY FOR

EFFECTS OF ADDING THE SHOULDER STORES

The effect of adding the shoulder stores will be

determined by taking the difference between the results

for configuration 5 and configuration 3. Any effects

of the fins of the shoulder stores will not be included

by this means. Also, the theory does not include the

effect of shoulder store fins, and these have been shown to

bu small.

Figures 49-52 show the effects on the upwash and sidewash

angles along the store axis position for several angles of

rack and vertical positions at M. = 0.6. Both experiment

and theory are shown. The upwash angles get to be nearly

as large as -60, while the sidewash is generally much less
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FIGURE 49. Effect of Adding Shoulder Stores to
Configuration 3 on the Flow Angles Along the*1 Centerline Position of the Bottom Store;
M,= 0.6, a= 0o, Zp/D = 0.
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FIGURE 50. Effect of Adding Shoulder Stores to
Configuration 3 on the Flow Angles Along the
Centerline Position of the Bottom Store;
M" = 0.6, 's = 0 ° , Zp/D 1.0.
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FIGURE 51. Effect of Adding Shoulder Stores to
Configuration 3 on the Flow Angles Along the
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than 1° . The theory in some cases predicts the upwash well,

but more often underpredicts it. The degree of agreement is

surprising in view of the fact that only the volume effect

of the two stores are modeled with no interference between

them. Thus the theoretical VZ/V increment due to the

shoulder stores at a fixed value of Zp/D does not vary

with a . The theoretical sidewash increment, VY/V, is small.

By comparison of Figures 49(a) and 51(a) it is clear that

some angle-of-attack variation of VZ/V due to the shoulder

stores is apparent.

At Zp/D = 0 some sidewash exists but at Zp/D = 1 it is

negligible for a = 00. At a = 40, the sidewash is strongers s

at Zp/D = 0, but again negligible at Zp/D = 1.0. The rapid

decay of this sidewash suggests that some dipole

distribution is causing it. The two shoulder stores are

subject to sidewash which are not equal. Dipoles to cancel

these sidewash boundary conditions will produce differential

sidewash under the rack. This represents a possible source

of the sidewash. Likewise doublets to cancel the downwash

distribution along the shoulder stores would modify the

upwash and could account in part for the differences between

experiment and theory. Some account of mutual interference

between shoulder stores and rack-pylon may be required to

get accurate flow fields. The shoulder stores can change

the rack-pylon lifting surface boundary condition, the pylon

can influence the boundary conditions of the shoulder

stores, and the shoujder stores can interfere with each

other. These interferences can be evaluated to see which

are of sufficient magnitude to influence the flow field.

The work of Martin (Reference 8) will be ,iseful in this

connection.
91
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It is of interest to see the magnitude of the loads on

the bottom store induced by the shoulder stores. The

following table presents the resuls for two angles of attack

and two vertical positions.

TABLE 10. Loads Due to Shoulder Stores.

SMF; M = 0.6

(a) (s = 00 Zp/D = 0

Z p/D ACN ACY ACLM ACLN ACLL

Data 0.07 0.456 -. 018 -1.049 -.049 0.006
Theory 0 .334 .008 -. 605 -0.012 0

(b) a s = 00 zp/D = 1.0

Data 1.2 0.201 -. 008 -. 452 -. 021 0.003
Theory 1.0 .190 .003 -. 380 -.010 0

(c) a s = 40 Zp/D = 0

Data 0.07 0.237 -.063 -.955 -. 022 0.028
Theory 0 .320 .006 -.551 -. 008 -.005

(d) a 4' Zp/D = 1.0

Data 1.23 0.130 0 -. 389 -. 070 0.013
Theory 1.0 .181 0.005 -. 385 -. 007 0

The table shows that the addition of shoulder stores has

its maximum effects on CN and CLM, and has generally small

effects on CY, CLN, and CLL. This result is in qeneral

accordance with the flow-field comparisons. It is noted

that the changes in CN and CLM are better predicted at

Zp/D = 1.0 than at zp/D = 0, a fact ilso in

agreement with the flow-field results. Some error at
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Zp/D = 0 is due to prediction of the flow field. But

even with an accurate flow-field prediction, some errors in

loads will be predicted at this position. It is probable

that mutual interference between all three stores, at least

for volume effects, will influence the loads. This could be

investigated by the method of Martin (Reference 8).

COMPARISON BETWEEN EXPERIMENT AND THEORY

FOR EFFECTS OF MACH NUMBER

In testing the computer program for its ability to

predict Mach number effects, we will compare measured and

predicted changes in flow angles and store loads between

M = 0.6 and M. = 0.95. This will be done for the clean

airplane configuration so that any problems the computer

program may have predicting the interference among pylon,

stores, and rack at M., = 0.6 will not cloud the comparisons.

The normal-force and pitching-moment curves of store

SMF in the free stream at M, = 0.95 are input into the

computer program for the load comparisons. The method for

generating the theoretical characteristics so that they

best fit the experimental data has already been described.

The fit between experimental and theoretical store-alone

characteristics are shown in Figure 53. It is seen that

the data for the finned store are matched fairly well except

for pitching-moment coefficient at a = 160. Hence the
V s

-body-alone pitching-moment curve is underestimated in the

high range of angle of attack. It is not possible to match

the data for all four curves precisely with a fixed

separation point location even though this was well
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FIGURE 53. Comparison Between Experiment and Theory
for the Free-Stream Aerodynamics of Store SMF at
M= 0.95.
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approximated for the Mo. = 0.6 data in Figure 37. Since we

are interested in stores with fins, the emphasis must be

placed on fitting the data for this case.

Figure 54 shows the afterbody separation locations

used in the computer program. The separation location

moves slightly forward with increase in angle of

attack. The effect of Mach number is small.

The comparisons between experiment and theory are shown
=0°

for upwash and sidewash angles in Figure 55 for as = 0

In this figure the differences in upwash and sidewash angles

between M. = 0.95 and M. = 0.6 are shown along the

centerline position the store would occupy if mounted on the

bottom station of the rack on the left inboard pylon. The

differences as measured and as predicted for upwash are

small up to about as = 120 and at as = 160 errors of

the order of 10 to 1.40 exist in predicting the Mach

number effect on the change in upwash angle. The agreement

with regards to sidewash angle is good almost to 80

where it is fair, errors of the order of 0.50 to

0.750 occurring here. However, in lieu of data, the

predictions can prnbably be used for estimating the flow

angle to as = 160 at M = 0.95 for preliminary design

purposes since the upwash and sidewash angles with respect

to the store are fairly lirge under this condition.

The differences in the store loads between M_ = 0.95

and M = 0.6 as measured .-nd as predicted are given in

Figure 56 as i function of angle of attack. These loads
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correspond to store SMF at the Zp/D = 0 position. In

general the loads, with the exception of yawing moment,

do not show much change due to Mach number between

X = 00 and 80. As the angle of attack increases, the

agreement between prediction and data generally becomes

worse. It thus appears that the compressibility effects on

loads for > 8 0 at M = 0.95 are not well predicted by

the linear theory. Some of this limitation of linear theory

is due to inaccuracies in predicting the flow angles in the

high angle-of-attack range as shown in Figure 55.

CONCLUSIONS

ATTACHED VERSUS GRID LOADS

I. The forces and moments on a store in close proximity

to a TER can exhibit large changes within the first few

tunths of a store diameter from the attached position.

2. It is not gencr I y f'asible using prespnt measurinq

methods to extrapolate loads measured on a CTS supported

model to those for the attached position.

3. Strong aerodynamic interference forces act on a
store in close proximity to a TER which is only weakly

dependent on Mach numbeC in the range 0.6 < M < 0.95.

.4

at
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ATTACHED LOADS

1. Adding the shoulder stores to the rack had the

following effects on the attached loads of store SAF at

M= 0.6.

(a) The normal forces received a large positive

increment due to addition to the rack of the

outboard shoulder store in the low angle of

attack range, and further increments of

comparable magnitude by subsequent addition of

inboard shoulder store. At high angles of attack,

> 100, the increments became much smaller.

(b) The changes in side-force coefficient were small.

(c) There were definite changes in the pitching-moment

coefficient, but these were greater than those in

yawing-moment coefficient.

(d) Rolling-moment coefficient exhibited significant

changes.

2. Adding fins to the shoulder stores under the

conditions of (1) generally causes small changes in the

store loads except at large angles of attack.

3. At M,, = 0.95 the same quantitative configuration

effects described in (1) and (2) were found.

4. The effects of Mach number on the attached loads for

store SAF mounted on configuration 6 were small for the

range 0.6 < NI < 0.95 except for normal-force coefficient.
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The effect of M. on CN was systematically to reduce it by

an amount which increased as the angle of attack reduced

from positive (160) to negative (-40). These results

suggest that systematic interference effects were present.

5. At M. = 0.6 addition of the fins to the shoulder

stores causes negligible effect on the loads of store

SAF except for CLM and CLL at large angles of attack.

6. The addition of the inboard shoulder store adds

increments to CN, CLM, and CLN which reverse sign with

increases in angle of attack. It causes no change in CY and

decreases CLL. This behavior is representative of the M. =

0.6 and 0.95 results.

GRID LOADS

1. At M = 0.6 and at as = 00 with store SMF

within 1 store diameter of the rack the most important

things influencing the bottom store loads are in decreasing

order of importance:

(a) Addition of shoulder stores to TER.

(b) Addition of TER to pylon.

(c) Addition of fins to the shoulder stores.

Changing the angle of attack to Ro does not change the

foreqoin g coc:C IusLOn.

2. Th- addition of ftns to the shoii]ier stores for the

C-Iynges of i and s of the tests has a generally small effect,

ano tae effect is largest at small values of Zp/D. It
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appears, therefore, that the addition of the fins may be

neglected for trajectory purposes but not for accurate

attached loads.

3. The effect of Mach number on the loads of store SMF

for configuration 6 is evident for all the coefficients.

However, its effects on CN, CY, and CLL seems to be smaller

than its effects on CLM and CLN. Some qualitative changes

in CLN due to Mach number occur at the highest Mach number

(M = 0.95) for small Zp/D.

4. The data indicate that the shoulder stores influence

the loads on the bottom store for about 5 store diameters

from the rack.

5. Sway braces have negligible effects on the bottom

store loads except for CN and CLM in immediate proximity

to the rack, where the effects are small.

FLOW FIELD MEASUREMENTS

1. Adding the pylon to the airplane has little effect

on the flow field in the position to be occupied by the

attached lower store, but adding the rack has a much

larger effect.

2. Adding a pair of shoulder stores to the rack causes
V. large changes in upwash, but the changes in sidewash angle

are moderate.
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3. Addition of the fins to the shoulder stores has a

small effect on upwash behind.the fins, and a small effect

on sidewash in front of and behind the fins.

4. Mach number causes minor changes in sidewash and

upwash between M,, = 0.6 to 0.95 in the low angle of attack

range. A maximum change in sidewash of 10 at M. = 0.95

was found over a small range of Xp.

5. The effects of adding one and then another shoulder

store were to increase upwash in both cases, but the

effects on sidewash were not clearcut. The effects of

adding each store were not equal.

COMPARISON BETWEEN EXPERIMENT AND THEORY

1. By using some experimental data in the computer input

(quintities for the store-alone characteristics in the free

stream, satLsfactory agreement between data and the computer

program were obtained for the normal-force, pitching-moment,

and rolling-moment curves of the store with tail fins in the

X roll orientation.

2. For the cleani airplane, the upwash and sidewash

angles near the store location at the inboard pylon are

predicted adejuately for preliminary design purposes to

= 80 but not up to , 160.s s

3. For store S,,F in combination with the clean airplane

near the attrached i nboa rd position, the nor-1 force, side

force, and rolling mom-ient are wel 1 prcaict by the

computer program -ip to s = g ° . Howevcr, tht pitching
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moment and yawing moment are not predicted well probably

as a result of movement of the separation position on the

boattail afterbody due to the nonuniform flow field and

its resulting effects on afterbody and tail normal forces.

4. Adding the pylon to the clean airplane produced

downwash and sidewash changes near the location of the

attached store on the inboard pylon which were usually

less than 0.50 and which were accurately predicted by

the computer program.

5. The loads on store SMF at Zp/D = 0 and 1 due to the

addition of the pylon were predicted satisfactorily. In

magnitude they correspond in some cases to a change in

angle of attack of the store in the free stream of 10 to

20.

6. Adding the TER to the airplane-pylon combination

caused changes in downwash angle and sidewash angle at the

attached store position. They are several times greater

than those due to the addition of the pylon, and the theory

generally underpredicts these changes. In fact the theory

predicts no sidewash changes since the rack is modeled by a

body of revolutions with volume only (sources and sinks).

7. The upwash and sidewash increments due to the rack

are qualitatively similar to those for adding the pylon.

j! It appears that a 'rack pylon" will account for the

observed effects. It can be modeled as an extension of
-4

the wing pylon, and the body-of-revolution model of the

rack still retained.
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8. Generally the computer program predicts zero yawing-

moment, side-force, and rolling-moment contributions due to

addition of the rack since no sidewash is predicted. The

normal-force and pitching-moment increments are fairly well

predicted.

9. The load increments due to the addition of the rack

can be several times greater than those due to the addition

of the pylon.

10. As store SMF moves toward the attached inboard

position from below, the normal force, side force, yawing

moment, and rolling moment as measured show rapid changes

within the last 0.5 diameters of travel. These rapid

changes are riot predicted by the computer program. The

proposed addition of a rack pylon model will change the

predicted loads in this interval. Better account of mutual

interference between rack, pylon, and store may also be

required to predict accurate attached store loads.

11. The sudden increase in rolling moment s Zp/D

approaches zero is thought to be the result of a tip vortex

* from the rack pylon.

12. The pi tchinq moment exhibits an unexplained non-

Linearity as Zp/D - 0 since iL suddenly goes negative Ind

then reverses to its positive valu- for the att ,hed

,'pS i t ion.
,!

J. 13. The upwash distribution due to iddizic the shoulder

stnres to the rack is p redicted fairly well at Zp/D = 1.0

but is anderestIated t Zp/D = 0. The us2 of Ioublets

to c-del the upwash acting on the shoulder stores could be
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one source of upwash not included in the theory. Another

source could be mutual interference between shoulder stores

and rack pylon.

14. Theory predicts no sidewash under the pylon due to

the shoulder stores, but a small amount exists at Zp/D = 0

which varies with as . It is thought that doublets to cancel

the sidewash on the shoulder stores might account for this

small sidewash which goes away at Zp/D = 1.0.

15. With regards to the effect of the shoulder stores

on the loads on the bottom store, large changes are evident

in CN and CM but generally small changes in CY, CLN, and

CLL.

16. The changes in CN and CLM at Zp/D = 1.0 due to

the shoulder stores are well predicted, but at Zp/D = 0

they are not well predicted. While improving the

predictions of the flow fields at Zp/D = 0 should

improve this situation, it may require accounting for mutual

interference among all three stores and the rack to estimate

loads accuraL,-ly in the -ittiched position and its proximity.

RECOMMENDATION FOR I MPR;PVEMENTS TO COMPUTER PROGRAM

Based or, syscom t : ('omadr 1soris between experiment and

tcory" for th fluw field id forces ind moments acting on a

"'i ,, ftei >.k-8 -o - ested" i:, - niunction with a TER

r:o<:nted o L th'- , x wi! vipy- of in F-4C airplane, a

number of wAys have ,en fL)L-nJ of improving the computer
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program based on the theory. The suggestions are aimed

principally at determining the loads on the bottom store in

its attached position or close to the rack. In solving

this problem mutual interference between rack and shoulder

F'tores is to be included. Thus after the bottom store is

dropped, the loads on the shoulder stores should be more

accurately predicted.

The determination of the loads on the bottom store under

the conditions of interest requires that the flow field at

the position to be occupied by the bottom store be accurately

calculated with the two shoulder stores present. Certain

improvements in the model are needed to achieve this

objective. The second requirement appears to be that the

full mutual interference among all three stores and the rack

be taken into account in determining the loads on the bottom

store. Let us take up these two requirements serially.

The present rack model does not give accurate flow fields

because it does not account for the rack pylon. It is

suggested that the rack pylon be modeled as an extension

of the wing pylon passing through the rack. At the same

time that part of the rack which does not include the rack

pylon, can still be modeled by a body of revolution. if

these changes do not give the desired accuracy, then rack

doublet distributions to offset the downwash and sidewash

at the rack centerl ine can be introduced.

J The present model ing of the Shoulder stores by source

distributions does not give accurate downwash just under the

rack. It is suggested that mutual interference between

9 these source distributions be taken account of as well as

with that of the rac'N. This three-body problem can be
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handled by the method of Martin, Reference 8. The three

bodies already have a vertical plane of symmetry so that the

pylon boundary conditions are met. if this does not give a

sufficiently accurate flow field, the next degree of

approximation, which should be included, is to consider the

doublet distributions for the attached stores due to upwash

and sidewash.

The second requirement, when the flow-field calculation

is accurate enough, is to take account of mutual

interference among all three stores and the rack in

determining the loads on the bottom store. This is first of

all a four-body problem in sources which can be

approximately attacked by the method of Martin, Reference 8.

Then the problem should be done again for the doublet

distributions by the same general method.

In addition to these suggestions, certain others have

arisen as being useful uinder certain circumstances. It would

be useful if the experimental data for the store alone in

the free stream were used in the computer program to improve

its accuracy. (An attempt in this direction has been

previously described herein.) If a boattail afterbody

4 occurs on the external store with separated flow, increased

accuracy can be obtained by accounting for movement of the

separation location based on thle local angle of attack at

the afterbody position. In~ case rolling moments are

important, account should be taken of the rack pylon trailing

vortex as it might induce rolling moments on the tail fins of

the stores.
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A final requirement would be to include the effect of

shoulder store tail fins on the loads acting on the bottom

store.
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Appendix A

CAPTIVE LOADS DATA RETRIEVAL PROGRAM
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PPn,PAA4 PlTCAL) I IjIT(ITU Af, IPTY~ ~U TTP n

C PPnIrPA' TO k4TPIFvF WANnnm PUN~ Nijmf.PSc FP0 7"4F

C CAPYIVF LOAnDS TAPF

C
C

I IFN- ION ML I . IHQ ?.P TP i 1 f) I T IT[ I (3) . WONNO I 10 0) 6.

DIMFNSION ICONF(7(,ISTOPF(l) 
7.

DATA ICARn /AHCAPT/, TTAPF /4.H CAP/ 
9

C
C1.

C READ TAPE TITILF AND PILN NOS. 
1?.

C 
13.

READ (s,1000. ITTTLF 
14.

IF (ITITLF(I) FVO. ICARD) G~O TO 2nis

WQITF (h.?111 0) JITITLF(l).I:1.
3
1 16.

STOP 
17.

?0 rONTINUE 
]A.

READ (1O.101n) IOR 
19.

IF (IHDP(?) .F0. rTAPF) (WI TO AIG?0

STOP 
.

40 CONTINUE 
?3.

REAn (5.102n) N 
?4:

PFAn (S.1030) (PUNNO(T.1 1.N) 
?s.

WRITE (6.?OO) (I.PUNNO(I).I=1.N) 
26.

C 
?7.

C SORT THE RIJN NOS. AND THF POINTERS, TO THE RUN NOS.?A

C
DO 60 I= IvN 

30.

IPTR(11= 1 
31.

60 CONTINUE 
3?.

IF (N .LF. 1) GO TO o, 
13

NJ= N-1 
34.

DO Fin I*N1 
is

II= l*1 
36).

00 on J= 11-N 
37.

IF (PUNNO(JPTP(T)) .LF. PUNNO(IPTR(J)) 630 TOS0-A

ITEMP= IPTP(J) 
q

TPTR(I): JPTR(J) 
'.0.

IPTPOL) ITE'4P 
41.

RO C.ONTINUF 
?

As CONTITNUE 
4.3.

C44
C SFAQCH TAPF FOP SORTED PUIN NO';. 

4L),

C 
if,.

RE An IO. 1040)(AI RI . I I . s 
4.7o

OLCIRUN= 0.0 
4

no 16n I= I*N 
'.9.

C 
',0.

C Do WH ILE nirc rpU) U0UN NO. (.WF A Tf P THAN T APF QPN NO. .

C 
?

IM0 rCONT INI IF

IF UQU.UNO IPTQ(T I o . Ali ) (; 10 TO Ih0

(A URUI I*.NF .* I4 ( I VOUPT( IU I ) ) 0 TO0 14 0

IF I AI I IF~) 0 , IiN (30) TO (f I ,n-6.

C 
61.

C ~ wwl F -6 6r10 FOP Nf W PON 0No 
SR.4

C 
'..

( ALLt I iv f U*.( Ini I TCOli . I r- T nw'fl

-F i V ni - ( )o 1 1o L
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WPITF (0A.?AAf))

120 CONT IN1iF s,7
C q
C wRI1'F flATA

C 70.
WRI TE (f,. ?n7n' A 1)(H IJ) sJ= 1,20) s(H (J) -J=?2o ?S) .

140 CONTINJF 7?.

IF (EOF(iflfl ?onfloo0
GO TO 10074

16o CONTINUE TS.

C 16.
C ENn OF FILE OP ALL DESIRED PUN NOS. FOUND 77.

C 7A.
200 CONTINUE 7Q.

REWIND) 10 ko.I

C .
C
C R FAD FORMATS .
C A4.
10n0 FORMAT (3A4) AS.
1010 FORMAT (2SA4) 96.
1020 FORMAT ( IS) Ft7 .
1030 FORMAT W10I.0) All,.
1040 FORMAT (1P10F1?.Si) P9.

C g0.
C *.WRITE FORMATS 91.
C Q2.
20(10 FORMAT (IHO.qX.17H * FPPOR Q 3.

1 46HINPUT CARO rOFSc NOT SPECIFY CAPTIVE LOAOS DATA / 94.

2010 FORMAT (IHO. SX.17H* * * ERROR P 96.
1 46HTAPE TITLE (DOFS NOT SPECIFY CAPTIVE LOADS DATA /
2 SX.1IHTAPF TITLE=. 2SA4) A

'20?0 FORMAT (lIHI17HTNPLJT RUN NLJMHFPS Q9

I ?X.1H1.3E,7HLJN NO. / (1X.I2.FIO.?)) 100.
2030 FORMAT (IHI.1X*?SA.) 101.
2040 FORM4AT (1H0.3X.7HPUN NO..7X.?nHPAPENT CONFICIJPATION* 1(2.

1 1';X.SHSTORE, / 103.
P 'iX. I3.I1EAe..7K. 1.) 10'.

20SO0 FORMAT f1M0,17X.14H***** FREE-S;TREAm CONDITIONS 0... /10.
I 4X.4HMACH.4X.?HPT.AX.?HTT.7X. 1HP,7X. IHT.7X. 1iV.7XI mA6.
P IHO.7X.9HRF/FT. / 107.
1 c X.2HN0.4X,4HPFA.X.,HIW((P) .3A.'HPSFA.3X. lOp.

.9 4 6HDECi(P).?X.AHFT/SFC.4X.IHPSF.AX,6HFT(-I( / 10.
rl 2xsF6.3.6FR.I ,F7.?.6H-In*-6) 110 n.

20A0 FORMAT (1Hn.c~nx.PPH~*' MOnEL fDATA ***/1

I 4X.5HALPHA.X.4HALPHA.3.4HPVJTA / 1?
P SE.3IHPAR,4X.S HcTPF. 3X.SiHSTOPF ,4'X.?HCN.6x .?MCY.AX. 1 13.
I 3HrAT.SX.3HCLM.%X. iHrtN.'X. IMCLL.6X. IHNCP.6AX. 114.
4 lHYC%4'.x3HMNF,.3A.rHMflOTN. Ix?HCw , 'X.?HVP / I11S.r 5Xw. I DFG.S)(. 'A4 Ft S X lHf;G*SlX.',l'0Tm -.4 .,)HlAMS. 116.
A PAX. IHLPM/S~r 1 117.

2070 rOOMAT (I.(118)A(YF.))?.F.)47l l.

I IQ
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SURPOIT1NF CONFIG (P, ICONF.ISTOPF) ?no.
C ?()I.
C nFrIPHFR THEI CnNF~rIIqTTON COnF AND SET OPI- AN ALPHAPFT1C 2n?.
C ARRAY FOR TH-F rONF~r-liPAI1ON ANfl 7Hf STOPF ?n3.

c 2n4.
C 20'1.

DIMENSION IClIR) .IONF(7) .I5(7) .1STORE(3) 20e,.
DATA IC /4HF-4C. 4H.Pe, 4H-I.IS. 4H-2)U,.. 4H?)F.. 207.

1 4H9PI . 4HT . 4H1?)() . 411(S). 4U . 414E 208.
P 4H.PCL, 41IF9PO. 4H?)F 9 4HTM,(. 4HS2)F. 4H9(S3* ?()Q.
I 4H)F /210.
DATA IS /4HM1K-As 4143,MF, 4H39MU* 4H3.AE, 4H3%AU. 211.
1 4HPPRA 4HE /?12.
DATA IRLANK /4)4 213.

C 214.
IF (H .EQ. 610.0) Bz 91.0 215.
MFI= R ?16.
my= MOO)MR.10) 217.
M4X= 149/10 ?l1M.

C 219.
C CASE CONFIGURATION 2?0.
C 221.
C CASE X=0 ??2.
C P23.

IF (MX .NF. 01 GO TO 50 24
DO 40 1=1*7 2

ICONF(I1= IRLANK2?.
40 CONTINUE ??7.

GO TO 15n ??A.
C 229.

130 GO TO (60.70,P0,90.100.110.120,130.14).MIX 2-40.

C CASF V1 3?
C ?33.

60 CONTINUE ?14.
TrONFUI.= Tr~l) 23',.
DO 6c, I= ?97 216.

ICONFCI)= IPLANK ?37.
66; COnNTINUE 39

GO TO 150239
C P40.
C rASF %.z2 ?41.
C ?4?.

70 CONTINUE ?43.
TrIONF(I)= ICII) ?44.
IrDNF(?). I r o) ?4',.

TCONF( I)= I HL ANK ?47.
7'. CONT TNIfF ?4A.

('. ?10 .'

C CASF V.3?' 1

An r0NT fyiF '3

I' r,,. r

r~ T( I

C A'.' I,,. ?o,?.
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I rONF ( I IC( 1 ?6

I rONF (4 1 I r(,a #A

irONF(lh= IWLANO, ?70.
9E6 rONTINUF 271.

GO To lc () ?7?.
C ?73.
C CASF X=S ?74.
C ?75 .

1017 CONTINUEF 279.

ICON()= IC)Q ?79.

TCONFU)= ICHlo) ?Al.

TCONF(7)= IRLANK 82
GOA TO 150O ?A3.

C ?4

C CASE X=6 ?J4 G5.

C ?R6.
110 CONTINUE ?A7.

I CONF (I)=IC (I)219
11 C CONTINUF ?QO.

I rONF(4) = I C(G;) 9.
IrONFSr)= 1C(9) ?
yrONF(6)= IC(I]) ?Q3.
TCONF (7) = IRLANK 204 .
GiO TO 150 2901.

C ?9h#.
C CASE X=7 ?247.
C ?p

l?0 CONTINUE Q)

ICroNF (I )= IC (]1 300.
IrnNE(?)= ICMP) 1303.

ICONF(3I)= IC)?) 30P.
IC'ONF(4)= IC ( -) 303.

Trr)N (S)= I C. 1) 3n4.
frONF(,s)= I r(o) i-
yCONFC'7)= )C() 3f

* (O TO 150 30 7.

C 3nR.

C CASF f=8 309.
C 31n.

130 CONTTIUE 311.
r00 1 I 1 1.1 332.

I13; COINTIJNIIF 14
I CONF (4) = I r 14) 3 1S
1"0 13A' 1= .7 3

I rnNFU) ( H4 ANK 117.
I3 COo rNTINU 31 IF

(O) TO lc0 3) q

14o rO)NTpjhII

)rOF,.F (?) i r I ,Ik
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7rnNF(6)= Irflh) 39

TCONF(7)= IRLANK 31in.
c 3 31 .

c FND CASF CONF!IJ1PATION 31~?.

1.0 ONTINUE 3313.
c 34
c 3 Ill.
C CASF STORE 36

c 3 47.
ISTOPF(l,: 15,(1) 33P3.
TISTOPF3)= IAL ANK 339.
GO TO (1f.RQ.fOO?0?0.MY 140.

C 341.

C CASF Y~I 34?.
C 3443.

170 CONT INUE 3444.

rfO TO ?40 146.

C 3147.
C CASF Y=? 39

W,) TO ?4n 3LI?.

C CASF Y=3 3c,4.
C 31.

1130 CONTINUE V1,6.
TSTOREU?)= IS(4) -;-,7.
GO TO ?40 3513.

C CASF Y=4 .16~0.
C 3A1.

?on CONTINUE 31"?.
I STOPF?) IS) 3f,3.
GO0 TO ?40 3e4 .

C CASF Y~5 r,

?10 rONTTIU 3-')3.

YSTOPF I) TS(0 ) 3149.
IS TfPF ?)~ TS(7) 37A.
rrO TO ?40 171.

C CASE Y= 0S 173.

??fl CONTTIU 3'.

,0 TO ?40 176.

C -477.
c rCFS Y=7 3 iN.

?10 rONTT'JUE 3 714.

Cr nw (d) T)*) ~'

?4n rONTT,1I 1-4.
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Appendix B

GRID FORCE AND MOMENT DATA

RETRIEVAL PROGRAM
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PiPD(,PAM PFTG7() I PIIT.hTPhT.TAPIINPU.TAPP:I)UT.U!.1AP 10(

C PIwOG(1M Tn WFr.JIFVF PA1411nOm PUN NL-MERS FROM THE

C rPIF) TAPF
C 4.

C

OATA iCARD /.HCPIA/. TTAPF /4.H GRI/ 4
C1.
C11
C PFAn TAPE TITIF AND RUN NOS.I?
C 13.

REAn (S.1000) ITITLF 14.
IF (ITITLF(l) *FQ. ICARnI GO TO ?n g.

STO-' 17.
?0 CONTINJE 1 A.

REAn (10.1010) THOR 19.
IF (IHDP(?) .FQ. (TAPF) GO TO .0 ?n.
WRITF (6.?n1lO) (IHnR(1).d~1.?5) ? I
S TOP

40 CONT INUE ?3.
READ (S.110?0) N?4
REAn (S.11110) (RLNN(IHI.1l.N)
WRTTF 16.?0?0) (1.PLINNO(I) .[=1.J) .

C'7
C SORT THE RUN NOS. A1N1 THE POINTFR' TO THE PON HAS. .

0O o , 1= 1.N10
IPTP(Il= I

A0 rnNTIIuE3?
IF (N .LE. 1) GO TO AIS .
NJ= N-1 14.
On An 7=1NI 1S.

11= 1.1 16.
0O 80 J= TIIN 17.

IF (PUNNO(IPTOM() I Lf. PUNNO(IPTP(JM 60G TO An 1A.
TTMP= TPTP(I) 19.
IPTP(7)= IPTP(J) 4n.
TPTP(,J)) TTFMP '.1.

An CONTINiiF4?
A~S CONTINUE '3.

C 44.
C SFApCH TAPE FOP SO'PTEn WWI0 NOS. 4L,.

,F An (10.ln140)( 1 (1*P) 47.

AD LnQU I' .! 4,Q.

C r~ WHIt F I)FS(P~r PIIN NO. (P ATf,) THAN TAPE W(Il'i N0U. '

Tr (WIINNI( T W T.' T .1 T I I 0( 1 10 10, L14
I F 1 f * INJI0 PJ~ T' W~ 1 (,0 TO () 14 n0

IF I ( i 1F 9 1 1)w I I) (W To I
C -,7.

C WI~~ITF 4'A )P, I- F'i- lP NF 0 0 "

r 1_L rl)t T, (.4 1 1 -t0*4 .I1,TiIw Ii

"I, I I 20I;))10) ( I j.. I . ' L") "

WP I TF (1- ?fl 41)1 IN%. IION C J= 1J~ 7) ')"I~ P I) *J) *)
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1?fl CON T INI If
C 

'I.

C wwIT nATA 
"

c 70.

14.0 CONTTIU 1

IF (EOFIIO)i ?fnlfl10

C 16 CONT I NO7E
C 

77*
C FNn OF FILE OR ALi DFSIRFO RUN NOS. FOUND 7M4*

C7.
?O0 CONTINUE 

79.

C 
A?~.

C * PFAO FORMATS, 
A34

C 
A

1000 FORMAT (IA4) 
A-.

1010 FORMAT (254A4) 
AT".

102A FORMAT (15,) A7.

1030 FORMAT (AFTO.n) 
AMQ*

1040 FORMAT (IP10F1?.L,) 
A9.

C 
go.

C **WRITF FORMATS 9?

200FOMT(1Hn.' X.17HO FPPEROR **94.

1 37MIIJPUT CARO nnFS; NOT SPECIFY GWI() DATA / 95c.

? SX. IINCAPO TITIF=. IA4)q6
2010 FORMAT (140,l 5,X.1?H* * * 'WOP C0 * 7.

1 37WTAPF TTLE OOnFS NOT SPECIFY 60ID DATA /
? SX.11HTAPF TITLF=. PrA4) Q9.

?n?l FORMAT )IHI.17HTNPUT PUN FN(JMRFPS, / 10.
1 ?X.lHI.4*'.7HP(Vi NO. / (lX.I?.FIO.?)) 101.

2010 FORMAT (I.l'.?cSA4) I10?.
2040 FORMAT (IHO.IX,7HPLJf'i NO..7X.2OHPAPFNT CONFIGOLPATION. 103.

1 lS;X.rHSTnpF / 104.
;' ',X I. 1.X.7A4 .7w. 4A4) I or,.

?050 FORMAT (lHn.17X.44H***** FREE-STWEAM CONDITION% . /10.
1 4X.4HMArH.4X.?"4PT.o,X.?HTT. ?X. lAR. 7X.IHTo7X.IHV.7I. 107.
? 14O.7X.SHPF/FT. / lOP.
I X.?~ HI - w IX.4H, 1 nr.
4 .AHr0Fr(PR). ;X A4FT /10 r 4 X ,. HP, hx. 04FFT) /10

?flh0 FORMAT i nC l'1.Nl X ,?',j* * o A)I)F IIATA ~ ?
4 4X.SA vH . ',HllP H4Ix 4"tF TA.4X.4HDTHA:4X 4HOPHI /14

?I SX lPAR.4x .'T(1 11~ .-ii W ~iTOPF 3A 1011TOWF 1 I 4
1 4W . P4Pr;X.7)Yb. .?'MCyf-. IHCA T.1
4 .lr). . 1.4r I~' h ' x is%. IH'J( h .4WY Cp I lh

I ~ HMOFrN X 1~~N It xI lf.Df C, x (.. .'17.

A c x AIN,

?010 FORMAT F h * F2. .I ~ ).2. 7.3))1.

ST n)o 
e22
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c ni r~ 7 P (4f w (~ rfi- I r.1~ 7) I S () 7I *~! At[ 1, T UPI VC Al3) II

)3ATA ir /4 " 1-4rC 4i.P I A 4-T. (S. 04?,)1)J..A aHl) FA n7

I 4H.py . 4.41 * 4H-?f)I A 4H (S3 I) A 4.HO . 4HF *nk

?4H.orLo 4-iF.PO). 4H?))F . 4HTM.(. 4H5 ?)F. '.H.C';3. ?nAQ.
34H) F 4 4HNONF / 21flhTA IS /4HMK-R. 4HI.MF. 41H3.141i. 4H39AF. 4H3.ALj. 21
4HPpnp. 4HE /?2

)Ain ISL:NK /4H , 11

C ?14.

IF (MA F. 01~) R= 91.50 ?IS.
49= F1) R II os
my= 40~R~n 1?1,.

M CNFI) IRLAN) ??.

40 CS ONI IPTI ??n.

C ??I.

C CASF X=I ???.
C ??I.

60 CONNUE I(9 ??L).

00 40 I= .7 ? 17.
iCONF)I)= IR~LANK 2 ?7.

4n CONT INF ?PP9.

r a O TO Ai 240

C CASF X~l 24?l.

60 CONTINUE 244i.
,irONF(1). Ili) ?"'.'.

fO 7 1= 3.7 ?'17.o

TONrI)= T94ANK~ ?' IM
69 CIINT INIF 2'4.

G.O TO 1qO?4(1

C CAqF X=? ?4?.

7o rONTThIIF ?44.

I CO'F C C I C)Tr?) ?4& I.

TCOF I I Ri IIP

(0 TO I" n e" 4

C ra'F)(=.

An rO T llI

TroNFI = ir232I AF;)3 ,
I~ r0*1) r j
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C CA64 .-

9fl rONTINOE ?0A5.

1 CONFl) 1 1(' ?67.
(4c; CANTINIIF 2$

nn Q6 I= S.7 ?7nl.
I (ONF (1 T IPL ANK ? 71.

Q6 rONT TNIJF ?72.
GO0 TO ISO 273.

c 274.
C CAqF X=S ?7Si.
c ?76.

Inn CONTINJF ?77.
Onoi I= 1.4 ?7A.

ins rONTINIJF ~1

TCONF(7= IRLANK ?3
GO TO Icin A4

C PAS.l~

C ?P 7.
IIA CONTTIIIE ?AR9.

n lii I= 1.3 ?pg.

TONF(')= TC(Q) ?Q3.
I rONF (6)= 7r( I I ?Q .
TC tF ( 7)= RL ANK 2491.

~n TO1~,0?q7.

c ?9F =7PA.

C C~ ~ ?Qq.

120 CONTINUE 0n
IrONF(1)= 1(11 3n?.
TrONFI?)= 1C(1?) W

IrONF(4)= r 7( 1) 304.

TrONF(S)= T C (S 306.
TrONF(6)= 1C() 306.
ICONF(7)= TC(11) 3n7.
rno TO ISOl 30#9.

C 310.
c CASF X=A 311.
c 31 .

130 CONTINUF 3413.:
no I, S I 1. 3 313.

1~ 'I rNTINtIF 3 1.
1C0NF14) =I 1( 14 31?.

TrONFIT)= TwLAN( 1Q
l'1. rnNT INF

GnT 1'S021
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IrONF('i)= Tir17

IrONF00= I ( I A) 3l*
frONF(',A) IC(1m3
frONF ( ) = I kL ANK

C END CASE CONFTCiIPATiON
ISO CONTINUE 14

C 3 ILI

C 33h.

C CASF STOPF 3 iM.

C TSTnPF (f I T'dUI1 19

ISTnPE3) TRLANK 140.

GO TO I7.R.QOl?0?03),My 341.*

C 34?.

C CASF Y=I 343.

C 144.

171) CONTINUE 41
ISTnpRE(?)= IS(?) 34A.

riO TO ?24n 347.

C 34 A.

C CASF Y~? 14Q.

)RO CONTINUE 3') .

ISTnRE (?)= 15(l) u?

('A TO ?4n 3Th3.

C I,4 .

r CASF Y=3 3',5.

C 3Sh.
)c.O CONT'NIIF 3c)7.

ISTORE(?)= 15(4) 31,8.
CO TO ?4n 313 Q.

C 360.

C CASF Y=4 361s.

C 3(,2.

?00 CON TI NsUF If, 3.

TcTORE(?)= IS.(S) 364 .

G~O TO 24n 36S.

C 3010V,.

C CASE Y=S 3A7.

C 36At.

?Inl CONT INIE IFloq.
I TSTORE I)= 15(Al 17n.

ITnTPEI?)= ISM7 Ill.

GO TO ?40 17P.

C V3.

C CASE Y= 6 174

??0 CONTINUE l31;.

IqTOPE(?): IS(?) I7"
Go TO ?40 377.

C IA

tC CASF Y=7 V 9.

?30 CONTINoE 3Qn*

ISTnRF f?)= I~fI) A

C ENn CASF STOOF 30 3.

C 1.4

A?40 CON T'I iF QN

O~F Til~ki
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Appendix C

FLOW FIELD DATA RETRIEVAL PROGRAM

4
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PPnrc,LAM PFTFI o (THPl)T.r)(ITP)T .TAPF9 =INPUT TAPF=OuTPuT TAPF 10)

c Ppr'P'~m TO WTWTfVF WANOOM PUN NUMMRS FROM THE 2

C FLOw FIFI P SI3PVFY TAPF 3.

nTMFNSION A (?6) .IHOP(?r) .IPTR3)10 0) 11TLf 3 . JNIIO(10 n) 6.
DI'4FNS!ON 1C0NFM7.TSTOPF(3) 7

C A .
nATA ICARD /4HFLOw/9 TTAPF /4H- FLO/ 9

C READ TAPE TITLE AND RuN NOS. 1?.
C 13.

READ (so1000) ITITIF 1'.
IF (ITTTLE(l) *FQ. ICARD) 60 TO 20 15.
WRITE (69200n) (ITITLE(13,I=193) 16.

STOP 17.
20 CONTINUE lk.

REAn (10,1010) THOR 19.

IF (THnR(?) FQ0. ITAPF) CGo TO 40 p?0.

STOP ??.
40 CONT INI PF ?1.

PFA'O IS1?)N ?4.

UPTE 3h,?n?03 (I*RIJNNO(TI ,11,NI ?6.

C SOPT THF PU)N NOc, AND) THF POINTERSl TO THE RUIN NOS. ?A.
C ;>Q.

no An I= 1.N in.
I0TP3I)= 1 11.

A1) CONTTNIIF 'A?.
IF (N *LF. 11 GO TO A-, 13.

NJ= N-1 34.
On An I.N1 i35.

11. 1.1 346.
DO An .J= .N 7

IF (PONNO(IPTP(T)) 3 LF. RtlNNO(IPTR(J3) G3O TO A0 30.
ITFMP= JPTP(T3 3AQ.
TPTP(T)- YTPR(j) 40.
IPTP(J)= lTFMP 41.

A() rONTTNIJF 4?.
AS CONTINUE 4.3.

*C 44.
C SFAPCH TAPF FOP SORTEP PIN NO,,. 4c..
C 46.

OL-oiUN= 0.0 41.
Do 16n J= I.K,4Q

c '-2

, (P()NtOO( 1IT.P(I) ( LT. '- (IH ) . To 0,0 '-4 .
T F (A ( I) .NW . RI 11-NO ( P TOI I (3) 6 TO0 14 n

IF (A3 1) I O ')~I lN) 60 To l?n

C wpI Hf a ~fI iC FOP Nfv PtI TNO LK,

ralt r(ONFTr (La),.c~P ) ,
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120 CONTTIUE14
C 69.

C WRYIF DATA 70.
C 71.

WRITE ',.?n7nl ) l.:?1)R(6.41)Rl 7?.
1 (8 (J) .)=1 7.?0l,9R (PI) R ;14) 9R 98(?1) 71.

140 CONTINUE 74.
READ (10.1040) (R(J).,J=].?6)

IF (FOF(in1) ?00.100

160 CONTINUE .
C 78.
c END OF FILF OR AlL- DESIRED RUN NOS. FOUND 79.
c An.

200 CONTINUE Al.
RFWINn 10 A? .

C P3.
C 94.
C * RAD FORMATS PS.
C P6.

1000 FORMAT (IA4) P7.
1010 FORMAT 12SA4) PP.
1020 FORMAT ITS) P9.

10in FORMAT (RE1o.n) 90.
1040 FORMAT (IP1OFI?.S;) Q1.

C Q2.
C + * WRITE FORMATSQ3
C 94.
?0n0 FORMAT (1H0,SX917H* FP EROR 4

I C0HINPUT CARD DOES NOT SPECIFY FI.OW FIELD SUJRVEY DATA /9.
? SX. IIHCARD TITLF:. A4 97.

2011) FORMAT lI~n. ';X.17H* * * FRROQ 9$.

I SOHTAPF TTIF DOES NOT SPECIFY FLOW FIELD SURVEY DATA /
P SX.I1HTAPF TITLE:. 21,4)1 inn.

?OPO FORMAT IIHI17HINPU)T RIJN NUM,)EPS /101.
1 ?X.1M1.3X*7.-t'JN NO. / ()X.12.FI0.2)) 1n?.

2ni) FORMAT (1H1.IX.?5A4) 10f)3.
21140 FORMAT (11-11. // IX.7HPUN NfO..7X*?AHPAPFNT CONFIrUPATION. / 14.

I SEX.119AX.7A4) Inc,.
2050 FORMAT (1HO.17X.14H***44 FPFE-STRFAM CONDITIONS 4**. / 10.

1 4X 4HmACH44g.?PT.f'X.?HTT.7X.IHP.7X,1HT.7X. 1HV.7X. 107.
' 1H;.7E.CHREF T. / lOP.
I rX.7HNO.4X.4.-PSFA,1x. HnFG,(R).3X.4HPSFA.3X. 109.
4 6Hnfl(R).?XOHFT/SFC.4X.1HPSF.f'X.6HFT(-1) /10

20A0 FORMAT iIHn.41X.P7H4444' FLOw FImlD DATA *0** 11 ?
I 6X.?S-XP.SE.?HYO.c X.?H7P.'.,3HALP.SX,HSIC,. 1 13.
P SK.4HALPT.SX.304PHI.4X.4HVX/V.4X.4HVY/V,4X. 114.
1 4H"7/V4X.4HVI/V.5X.?HML.5E,4HOL/U).4X,6SHPTP/PT. 1 1".
4 / AXPT~XIo-.HNrXIOC.,o~~r.K 11If.

'3Hn~r,.tX.1HD)F(. 117.
P070 FO)P4AT 1.6?lX~.) ().F ?*E7?7wF.3 I Ft$.
?0An FORMAT (IHn.ix.J?HAPHA ALPHA / ' X.11HPAW PRO)HF /119.

I C.W.1OHDE(G 11Fr. /4X.Fc,.?*?X.F-N.?) 120.

r- I )?
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cLIROIIT I NF COF 1 (, (D. I CoNF *I S TOnE)?o

C n)vr ypi4Fw T 1Hf CINF I (-,IIQ T I ON (00F Arii cF T I II- AN~ At P,l A F 71 IC ?A,? :
C APPAY FOP THF CONFCLJPATION AND lHF %TOPF ?n3.

rOYMFJSTON Tr~lg).rnNr7.jS(7.js,Wf1
flATA IC /4HF-4C. 4 1-.01*9 01IT 9 1; a4H?flI. 4"?IF..)(

I 4H.Py . '.HT * 4NH)Il . 4H (' ) . 4 H u * 4HFf ?AR.
P 4H.PrL. 4HF.pO. 4H"I~)F . 4IHTM. (. 41I?) F . 4H -l(q 1. nj
I 414)F /?1 0n.

flATA TS /4HMI(-A. 4HI.94F. 4H-MlI. 4Hl*AF. 4N3.AJ. ?11.
I 4HPn~o HF?2?.

nATA IRLANK /4H /?1 3.
c 24

IF (R *EQ. 61n.n) A= P1.n 21".

my= mOO)('4p.1) ?1
MX=~ MR/I0

C CAF CONFIGURPATION 2?.
C ??I.
C CASF X=O ??
CPP.

IF (M4W NF. 0) G0 TO 50 ;)
r30 40 T=1.7 2"

ICONF(T)= ]PLANK P?6.
40 CONTYNt)F 2??.

G0 TO 150 2PS

s~o 40 TO (6f.70.A.nqO~nno.II1?0,130.14n),mx ?10.
c 21
C CAlSV X=l

6nl CONTINUF ?4
TrONFII)= (l)?-4;
(30 6.5 T: ?.7 ?16.

ICONF(])= YPLANK ?3 7.
()S CnNT I NF

r40 TO 1,;n30

C CAISV X=? ?41.
C ?4?.

7n CONTINIF J443.
*IrnNVIl)= ri) ?44

iC0NF(?')= IC(o;) ?4LI,
n) 7C, 1 = 3. 7P6

TCONFVU)= PLANK ?4.
75 rnNT INI IF?4S

r40 TO 1"0 ?40.

C CAF X:3?N1

'q0 CONIT T KlllS3.

1 CONFi) zoPI

nn AS, 1=4.7 ?NL 7
TCON(j)= T t ANK

At; r N II
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r nNF T~ TCr
Cn rNT fI NIIF ~7.
v rnNF ( 4 TC(r~
Ont oo I '. 7

1fONF(T)= IANK ?70.

q6, rnNTINUF ?1

(in TO 150 ?7?.

c ?73.

C CASF X=5~ 274.*
c ?75.

100 CONTINJUE 276.
f I or' I =1.4 277.
TCONF(1)= IT ?7H.

)(lIS rnNTINtJE P79.

ICONF(7= IRLANK 2t? .

G~O TO 15n ?93.

C ?94.

C CASF Y=6 R9

C ?96.

110 CONTINUE ?A7.
OnV 11S 1= 1.3 ?AA.

irANE (I C(I) ?pq.

11c; CnNT INUE 90

TCnNF(4)= IC(rS)
TCONF(S;)= IC(Q) ??

ICANF(f.)= 117111) 293.

IrONF(7)= IFILANK ?Q4.

rno TO 150 ?qs.

C ?q6.

C CASF X=7 297.

C ?qR.

120 CONTINUF ?99.

frONF(I)= IC(?) 3nl?.

I rOfF (4): = C(l)) 301.

irONFEC,)= If(',) 3n4.

IrONF(7)= TC(13) Iflh.
(iA TO 19;0 3n7.

C 3094.

*C rilS, X=R l0q.

)bl130 CONTINUE 311.

nnA 139 1= 1.3 31?~.
I r rNF ( I 1C(T 313.

1 3r CANTINII* 314.
I ANF 0.) = Tr ('.) 31 l.
nn )36 1= c ~.7 316~.

TCANF(fl= IPLAlx 317.

1104 rnNTINUE H1R.
riAf TA 1c~ H1'4.

C 3?0.

r rar Y4cO 3?1.

Trn~w (?)=r ('f I S

TrANFII)z 1'HSI ;),
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iropNF (4) 1CA 3?7.

I flMF Ih) =c I r(I ?c
y r 0-F 7 7)= TL OtA- 310.

C 311
C FNO n rA',F C ONF T ,IP A T YON 33?.

S 0 rON T INUE 3 -41 .
C 314.
C 313,.
C CASF %TOPE 316.
C 317.

I STfORF I P; I51 31P.
TSTOPF(3): TRLANIK 339 .
60O TO (170.1Ro.190.?onv?10.?220.3n1. MY 340.

C ~341 .

C CAqF Yl 342.
C 343.

17n CONTINUE 344.
TrTOPE?) I S3 343.
nO TO 740 34?.

C 347.
C CASF Y=2 34A.
C 349.

190 CONTINUE 3c;0.
ISTnPF ?)= 15(l) 3; 7.
rGO TO 240 .31?.

C 359*4
C CASE Y=3. 3,4.
C V6 .

100 CONT I NU E 3-

GO TO 24nl lcA4.

C CASE Y=4 6n

* ?210 CONTINUE 3R

*ISTO)REC?)= IS(r7) 360.
Go TO ?40 371.

C .37?.
C CASE Y~rA 3 ", .

??0 CONTINUE 37R.

IS;TOPE()) IS?6 3fq*

GOn TO ?40 371.
C 377.
C CASF Y= 6 3 73.

PP0 CONTINUEF 374.

GO TOE?) P S(3 376.*
C 3771.

C rA Y737 J.
71n CONTINUF 37q.

C 3545

C EIP 3.4f,.

F N) 114 7.
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NOMENCLATURE

The following list contains the nomenclature used in

the report except for that used in the model component

designation and in the data tabulations. That nomenclature

is defined in lists in the text of the report.

A Engine exhaust exit area, 7.4662X10
- 3

e square feet, model scale

A. Engine inlet area used in data reduction,

1.705x10 - 2 square feet model scale

C R  Capture ratio calculated using Equation (3)

CA  Axial-force coefficient, axial force/q,,S

CPe CLL Store rolling-moment coefficient, rolling
moment/q.Sd

C, CL,1i Store pitching-moment coefficient, pitching
moment/q Sd

Cn , :m'V Store yawing-moment coefficient, yawing
moment/q.Sd

IN Store normal-force coefficient, normalforce/qS

C-, ;'Y Store side-force coefficient, side force/q S

SStore diameter, 0.7 inch model scale

f,, Length of modified afterbody store, 5.723

inches model scale

Engine exhaust Mach number

Free-stream Mach number

4 m Engine exhaust mass flow rate calculated using
Equation (2), lbm/sec

Free-stream total pressure, psfa

7 Average static pressure in engine exhaust, psfa
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NOMENCLATURE (Contd.)

Average total pressure in engine exhaust, psfa

a Free-stream dynamic pressure, psf

Ru Free-stream Reynolds number per foot, ft- 1

P Radial distance, in

S Reference area which is store frontal area,
0.385 square inches model scale

*t Free-stream total temperature, OR

V Engine exit velocity calculated using
6? Equation (4), ft/sec

7" Free-stream velocity, ft/sec

VY/V Local Yp velocity component, positive in the
positive Yp direction, divided by the free-
stream velocity; also termed sidewash angle,
rad

VZ/V Local Zp velocity component, positive in the
negative Zp direction, divided by the free-
stream velocity; also termed upwash angle, rad

7, , Y'.I Coordinate system in which probe static
P pressure taps are located; origin shown in

0 Figure 5

Coordinate system in which store nose is
located; origin shown in Figure 5

Assumed flow separation location on store body
measured from nose, in

1 Store vertical position relative to attached,
or carriage, position; equal to Zs/D

.4 a_ Angle of attack of the probe, deg

( Angle of attack of the store, deg

Store rolling angle, positive clockwise looking
upstream and measured relative to fins 45
degrees from the vertical and horizontal, deg
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